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ABSTRACT

The popularity of digital image and video is increasing rapidly. To help users
navigate libraries of image and video, Content Based Information Retrieval (CBIR)
system that can automatically index image and video documents are needed. However,
due to the semantic gap between low-level machine descriptors and high-level semantic
descriptors, the existing CBIR systems are still far from perfect. Text embedded in multimedia data, as a well-defined model of concepts for humans’ communication, contains
much semantic information related to the content. This text information can provide a
much truer form of content–based access to the image and video documents if it can be
extracted and harnessed efficiently.
This dissertation solves the problem involved in detecting text object in image and
video and tracking text event in video. For text detection problem, we propose a new
unsupervised text detection algorithm. A new text model is constructed to describe text
object using pictorial structure. Each character is a part in the model and every two
neighboring characters are connected by a spring-like link. Two characters and the link
connecting them are defined as a text unit. We localize candidate parts by extracting
closed boundaries and initialize the links by connecting two neighboring candidate parts
based on the spatial relationship of characters. For every candidate part, we compute
character energy using three new character features, averaged angle difference of
corresponding pairs, fraction of non-noise pairs, and vector of stroke width. They are
vii

extracted based on our observation that the edge of a character can be divided into two
sets with high similarities in length, curvature, and orientation. For every candidate link,
we compute link energy based on our observation that the characters of a text typically
align along certain direction with similar color, size, and stroke width. For every
candidate text unit, we combine character and link energies to compute text unit energy
which indicates the probability that the candidate text model is a real text object. The
final text detection results are generated using a text unit energy based thresholding. For
text tracking problem, we construct a text event model by using pictorial structure as well.
In this model, the detected text object in each video frame is a part and two neighboring
text objects of a text event are connected by a spring-like link. Inter-frame link energy is
computed for each link based on the character energy, similarity of neighboring text
objects, and motion information. After refining the model using inter-frame link energy,
the remaining text event models are marked as text events.
At character level, because the proposed method is based on the assumption that
the strokes of a character have uniform thickness, it can detect and localize characters
from different languages in different styles, such as typewritten text or handwriting text,
if the characters have approximately uniform stroke thickness. At text level, however,
because the spatial relationship between two neighboring characters is used to localize
text objects, the proposed method may fail to detect and localize the characters with
multiple separate strokes or connected characters. For example, some East Asian
language characters, such as Chinese, Japanese, and Korean, have many strokes of a
single character. We need to group the strokes first to form single characters and then
group characters to form text objects. While, the characters of some languages, such
viii

Arabic and Hindi, are connected together, we cannot extract spatial information between
neighboring characters since they are detected as a single character. Therefore, in current
stage the proposed method can detect and localize the text objects that are composed of
separate characters with connected strokes with approximately uniform thickness.
We evaluated our method comprehensively using three English language-based
image and video datasets: ICDAR 2003/2005 text locating dataset (258 training images
and 251 test images), Microsoft Street View text detection dataset (307 street view
images), and VACE video dataset (50 broadcast news videos from CNN and ABC). The
experimental results demonstrate that the proposed text detection method can capture the
inherent properties of text and discriminate text from other objects efficiently.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation for Extracting Text from Image and Video Documents
Image and video, as two most popular multi-media documents, are being
produced on a daily basis by a wide variety of sources, including the long distance
educational

programs,

medical

diagnostic

systems,

business

and

surveillance

applications, broadcast and entertainment industries, etc. Recently, with the increasing
availability of low cost portable cameras and camcorders, the number of images and
videos being captured are growing at an explosive rate. According to statistics provided
by Flickr [1] and Youtube [2], the quantity of photos uploaded to Flickr has been
increasing 20% year-over-year over the last 5 years and reached 6 billion in August 2011,
and more than 13 million hours of video were uploaded to Youtube during 2010 and 48
hours of video were uploaded every minute. Given such vast quantities of image and
video documents, it is quite probable that most images and videos we are interested in are
available and can be accessed somewhere on the Internet.
In the meantime, however, such huge amount of images and videos make it
increasingly difficult for us to locate specific images and videos of interest. Therefore,
there is an urgent demand to develop a Content Based Information Retrieval (CBIR)
system that can automatically index image and video documents efficiently based on their
semantic contents. Toward this goal, much effort has been done and many algorithms
1

have been proposed for CBIR systems in the literature. Although some impressive
progress has been achieved in recent years, the existing CBIR systems are still far from
perfect [3] due to the semantic gap, which is defined as the discrepancy between
machine-level descriptors using low-level image features (color, edge, texture, shape,
spatial relationship, etc.) and semantic-level descriptors using high level semantic
features (objects, events, logical inference, reasoning, abstract concept, etc.) [4]. For
example, object ontology based methods [5][6] that use spatial position, quantized color,
and texture features can only describe the semantics of simple images without much
contents. The performance of machine learning based methods [7][8] that utilize
supervised or unsupervised algorithms depends significantly on the quantity and quality
of training datasets or the features selected. Object recognition based methods, such as
Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [9] and Bag of Word (BoW) [10] techniques,
are not robust to the variance of view point.
Fortunately, it can be noted that there is a considerable amount of text objects in
image and video documents. As a well-defined model of concepts for humans’
communication, text embedded in multi-media data contains much semantic information
related to the content. If this text information can be extracted and harnessed efficiently,
it can provide a much truer form of content–based access to the image and video
documents. Figure 1.1 presents some examples of text indicating the semantic contents of
images (Figure 1.1-a to 1.1-d) and video frames (Figure 1.1-e to 1.1-h). Note that the two
vehicles shown in Figure 1.1-a and 1.1-b have very high similarities in shape and color,
but the text objects in the images can tell us the difference: One is a fire truck and the
other is a vending truck.
2

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)
(h)
Figure 1.1 Examples of text indicating the semantic content of images.
Text in image and video can be classified into two categories: caption text and
scene text. Caption text is artificially overlaid on the images or video frames at the time
3

of editing. Although some types of caption text are more common than others, it is
observed that caption text can have arbitrary font, size, color, orientation, and location.
For video document, a caption text event may remain stationary and rigid over time, or it
may translate, grow or shrink, and change color. A good text extraction system must be
able to handle as wide a variety of these types of text as possible in order to support a
content-based indexing system.
Text naturally occurring within the scene, or scene text, also occurs frequently in
image and video. Examples include text appearing on vehicles (license plate,
maker/model/dealer names, company names on commercial vehicles, bumper stickers
etc.), text on signs and billboards, and text on T-shirts and other clothing. Technically,
the extraction of scene text is a much tougher task due to varying size, position,
orientation, lighting, and deformation. Contrast to a large amount of text extraction
techniques for caption, only limited work is found in the literature that focuses on robust
scene text extraction from images and videos. Figure 1.2 shows the examples of caption
text and scene text.

Figure 1.2 Examples of caption text and scene text.

4

Generally, most image-based text extraction approaches can be used for video
documents as well, since video can be considered as a sequence of images (frames).
However, compared with still images, video has some unique properties that may affect
the text extraction. On one side, video usually has low resolution, low contrast, and color
bleeding caused by compression, which are undesirable characteristics for text extraction;
on the other side, text in video typically persists for at least several seconds to give
human viewers the necessary time to read it. This temporal redundancy of video is very
valuable for text verification and text tracking.

1.2 Problem Statement and Scope of This Dissertation

Many interchangeable terminologies are used in the literature to indicate text
extraction process, such as text segmentation, text detection, and text localization. In this
dissertation, we follow the terminology defined in our previous publication [11] to
maintain the consistency. A system that can extract text objects in image and video
documents is a text extraction system, which is composed of the following five stages:
(1) Text detection: This stage finds regions in an image or video frame that contain text
objects;
(2) Text localization: This stage groups detected text regions into text objects and
generates a set of tight bounding boxes around all text objects;
(3) Text tracking: This stage is for video documents only. For a text event that moves or
changes over time in consecutive frames, the temporal and spatial locations of the
text events is determined;

5

(4) Text binarization: In this stage, tthe bounded text regions are binarized to mark the
text as one binary level and background as the other
other;
(5) Text recognition:: This stage outputs the recognized text objects by performing
Optical Character R
Recognition (OCR) on the binarized text regions.
regions Occasionally
binarization step is eliminated in favor of applying OCR on color/gray level images
and video frames.
The architecture of a ttext extraction system is illustrated in Figure
ure 1.3.

Figure 1.
1.3 Architecture of text extraction system.
Among the five stages of text extract
extraction process, text detection, localization, and
tracking are closely related and more challenging stages that attract the attention of most
researchers. In this dissertation, we discuss the text detection and localization problems
for caption text and scene text in images and videos as well as text tracking problem for
videos,, and present the results of work toward their solutions. Text binarization stage that
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can be considered as a pre-processing step for OCR and text recognition stage that has
been well studied are not discussed.
In Chapter 2, we review the text extraction approaches reported in the literature,
including detection, localization, tracking, and related applications, and discuss the state
of the art text extraction research and limitations of text extraction.
In Chapter 3, we describe the proposed text localization and detection approach.
Pictorial structure models an object as a collection of parts with the spring-like
connections between certain pairs of parts. We assume that any text object has more than
one character and construct a text model based on the idea of pictorial structure. In a text
model, each character of a text object is a part of the model and every two neighboring
characters are connected by spring-like connections. The two neighboring characters and
the link connecting them are defined as a text unit. Based on the similarity of the edge
pair of a character stroke, three new character features are computed: averaged angle
difference of corresponding pairs, fraction of noise corresponding pairs, and vector of
stroke width. Using three character features, we first compute character energy which
describes the probability that a candidate part in the model is a character. Then, we
calculate link energy, which captures the similarities of size, stroke width, interval,
alignment, and orientation between the two neighboring characters in a text unit. After
that, character energy and link energy are combined to generate text unit energy which
indicates the probability that a candidate text model is a text object. Minimum spanning
tree technique is used to minimize the text energy of the text model by removing the
redundant links. Finally, the candidate models whose text energies are less than a pre-
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defined threshold are removed as false positives. The bounding boxes are generated to
output the final text detection and localization results.
In Chapter 4, we discuss text tracking in video documents. Because text in video
usually persists for at least several seconds, this temporal nature of video can provide
much useful information for text extraction of video documents. We are able to utilize
this property to track the temporal and spatial locations of a text event to speedup
detection and localization in consecutive frames. Based on the text localization results,
we give a unique object ID for each text event and record the duration using its start
frame number and end frame number. Meanwhile, text tracking also serves as a text
verification step to remove false positives.
We evaluate the performance of the proposed approach in Chapter 5. Two sets of
evaluation measures were used. (i) VACE measures: Multiple Object Detection Precision
(MODP) to assess the precision of detection in any given frame by using the spatial
overlap information between the ground truth and the detection results; Multiple Object
Detection Accuracy (MODA) to assess the accuracy aspect of system performance by
utilizing the missed detection and false positive counts; and Sequence Frame Detection
Accuracy (SFDA) to account for number of objects detected, missed detects, false
positives, and spatial alignment of detection results and ground truth objects at framelevel. (ii) Precision and Recall measures: these evaluation measures are the most widely
used by the information retrieval community. We compute precision and recall to
compare our experimental results with other algorithms. We tested the approach using
three datasets: (i) ICDAR text locating dataset 2003/2005 (258 training images and 251
test images); (ii) Street view text detection dataset (307 color images of sizes ranging
8

from 1024x1360 to 1024x768); (iii) VACE video dataset (50 broadcast news videos from
CNN and ABC, MPEG–2 standard, 720 × 480 resolution, and frame-rate at 29.97 frames
per second). We also analyze the advantages of our method and discuss the limitations
and possible solutions. Finally, conclusions are drawn and areas for future work are
identified in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2:
LITERATURE REVIEW

Hundreds of approaches have been proposed for text object extraction in image
and video documents since 1990s. Chen et al. [12] and Jung et al. [13] presented
comprehensive surveys of text extraction approaches proposed before 1999 and 2003,
respectively. In this chapter, we concentrate on the progress made after 2003 and review
recently proposed text detection and localization approaches (Section 2.1), text tracking
approaches (Section 2.2), and text extraction based applications (Section 2.3). Based on
the literature review, we discuss the state of the art and the limitations of text extraction
systems (Section 2.4).

2.1 Detection and Localization Approaches

In [13], the text detection and localization approaches are divided into two
categories: (i) Region based approaches that use the different properties between text
region and background region to separate text objects. This category typically works in a
bottom-up way by separating the image into small regions and then grouping small
candidate regions into text regions; (ii) Texture based approaches that use distinct texture
properties of text to extract text from background. This category typically works in a top
down way by extracting texture features of image and then locating text regions. In this
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chapter, we follow this categorization and further subdivide the region-based approaches
based on the features used in the approaches.

2.1.1 Region-Based Approaches

We use a feature-oriented strategy to group region-based approaches by focusing
on the different properties of text objects, so that we are able to know: (i) what features
can be used to describe the properties of text objects; (ii) why these features can
distinguish text objects from other objects; and (iii) how these features are used to
generate text regions in the approaches. The categorized groups includes: gradient and
edge based, color based, corner based, stroke based, and multiple-feature based
approaches.
(1) Gradient and Edge Based Approaches
It is observed that text object typically has high edge densities, similar edge
heights, big edge gradient magnitudes, and large edge gradient direction variations due to
the fact that text is composed of several aligned characters with similar sizes and sharp
contrast to background. Gradient and edge-based approaches are implemented using this
observation. Usually, morphological operation and block-based dividing and merging are
used to generate candidate text regions based on local edge information, and spatial and
geometrical constraints are used to remove false alarms.
Lyu et al. [14] proposed a text extraction approach for multilingual videos. Eight
frequently used text features are grouped into two categories: (i) Language-independent
features: contrast, color, orientation, and stationary location; (ii) Language-dependent
features: stroke density, font size, aspect ratio, and stroke statistics. Text is defined as a
11

region that has the union of these characteristics. In order to deal with the text objects
with various sizes, a new sequential multi-resolution paradigm is presented. Compared
with parallel multi-resolution paradigm methods [15] [16] that often spend unnecessary
time on detecting the same text string in different resolution levels, the sequential multiresolution paradigm erases a text edge immediately once it is detected at a resolution
level so that no text edges can appear several times at different resolution levels. In edge
detection stage, two concentric squares shown in Figure 2.1-a are used to locate text
edges and suppress background edges by local thresholding. The background complexity
and the edge strength histogram inside the larger square “window” are analyzed to
determine the local threshold for the smaller square “kernel”. After that, edge density and
a hysteresis mask are used to extract and recover text edges. The detection process is
shown in Figure 2.1-b. In text localization stage, horizontal and vertical projections of the
edge map are computed iteratively to locate the boundaries of text objects in a coarse-tofine way. False positives are eliminated using multi-frame verification. English and
Chinese are tested in the paper.

Original image

(a) Concentric kernel

Global thresholding

Local thresholding Text-like area recovery

(b) Stepwise results of text detection

Figure 2.1 Concentric kernel and stepwise detection results (From Lyu et al. [14]).
Liu et al. [17] use line features to detect text objects in videos. First, an improved
Canny detector with two phase thresholding is performed to compute edges in the image.
All edge lines are expressed as lists using an 8-connected component algorithm and the
12

non-text lines are eliminated by geometric constraints. Then, height, area, center position,
and edge density are extracted from the bounding box of each line in the list to form a
line vector graph. By grouping all the neighboring lines together based on the line vector
graph using the 8-connected component algorithm again, the image is divided into
several isolated regions with closely distributed lines. After removing non-text regions by
distribution and number of edges and region aspect ratio, the final text regions are
extracted. By combining this method with the temporal redundancy of video, Mi et al.
[18] compute region location similarity and edge map similarity over multiple frames to
refine the candidate boundaries of text objects in video.
Based on a structural model of text, Tran et al. [19] use ridges detected at several
scales to extract text objects. Given the Laplacian image of an image, “ridge” includes
two types of points, ridge points and valley points, which are defined as the points that
their Laplacian values are local maximums or minimums in the direction of highest
curvature. First, Gaussian kernels with different scales of standard deviation are
employed to smooth the original image. Then, ridge points are detected by computing
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Hessian matrix [20] at each scale. Finally, after linking
the ridge points at each scale, a text string is modeled hierarchically based on ridge length
constraints and spatial constraints. A ridge at a coarse scale represents the center line of
the text string and numerous short ridges at a smaller scale represent the skeletons of the
characters. This method is invariant to the size and orientation of characters and robust to
different writing systems.
Instead of using all detected edges, Dubey [21] uses only the vertical edges to find
text regions based on the observation that vertical edges can enhance the characteristic of
13

the text over the other parts of the image and eliminate a large portion of irrelevant
information. After detecting vertical edges by Sobel operator, region grouping is
performed in horizontal direction based on the intensities and intervals of edge pixels.
The region composed of a number of continuous vertical lines with similar lengths is
marked as a text region. As noted by the authors, however, this approach is unable to
detect the vertically aligned text objects.
Zhou et al. [22] present a coarse-to-fine approach based on edge information and
geometrical constraints to find text regions in videos. If the edge density in a sliding
window is larger than a predefined threshold, it is marked as a candidate text region.
Then candidate regions are labeled as Connected Components (CCs) by morphological
closing operation and filtered by geometrical constraints. Text verification and
enhancement are implemented by using the text polarity consistency, the overlapping text
area, and the stability of character strokes of the consecutive frames. Edge density and
temporal redundancy are combined by Wang et al. [23] to localize text in videos. Sobel
detector is applied on two integrated frames whose pixel values are the minimum or
maximum intensities over 30 consecutive frames. After dividing the image into blocks,
the text regions are localized and merged based on the edge densities of blocks.
Liu et al. [24] use edge information and Haar wavelet to localize text objects. The
edge map is obtained using an eigenvalue based method and weak edges are eliminated
by gradient magnitude thresholding. Candidate text regions are generated and filtered
using connected component technique, averaged edge pixel gradient magnitude, edge
gradient direction variance, and edge pixel number based on the edge map. Wavelet
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energy that is defined as the summation of LH, HL, and HH subbands is used to verify
candidate regions.
By using vertical and horizontal profiles of the edge map, Park et al. [25] localize
Korean text in outdoor signboard images. Vertical profiles and a fuzzy c-means method
are adopted to get binarized regions for individual characters. After noise removal using
geometric constraints, the vertically adjacent components are merged to generate
character components based on the characteristics of Korean characters.
(2) Color-Based Approaches
Color-based approaches are based on the observation that the color of text object
is homogeneous and different from the background colors. The approaches usually first
extract the regions with homogenous colors based on color similarity using clustering
method, intensity histogram, or binarization method, then the candidate text regions are
localized by spatial information and geometrical constraints.
Fu et al. [26] propose a text detection method in complex background based on
multiple constraints. Preliminary segmentation is implemented by K-means clustering
based on YCbCr color vectors. K=3 or 4 depending on the number of humps that appear
in the histogram of an image. After obtaining CCs using clustering results, four
constraints are applied to perform post-processing to eliminate background residues. (i)
Color constraint, all CCs corresponding to text objects should have homogeneous colors.
(ii) Edge magnitude constraint, the boundaries of text CCs should go with strong edges.
(iii) Thickness constraint, character strokes should have proper size and CCs whose
height or width exceeds the thresholds are removed. (iv) Components relation constraint,
such as dimensional range, combination of two components, and compactness of two
15

components. However, if several text objects with diverse colors appear in a video frame
simultaneously, the K-means clustering (K=3 or 4) may fail to find all text colors.
Ezaki et al. [27] divide the input image into 32×32 non-overlapping blocks.
Fisher’s Discriminant Rate (FDR) is adopted to find the blocks with bimodal gray-level
histograms and these blocks are labeled as candidate text blocks because text objects and
background have different colors. Aspect ratio and area features are used to group text
blocks.
Kim et al. [28] extract scene text using the focus of mobile camera, which is the
square rim in the viewfinder of the mobile camera. The candidate text color in HCL space
is found using mean shift algorithm based on the assumption that text region occupies
most portions of the focus. This text color is considered as the seed color to binarize the
focus and generate text component. Text regions are localized by expanding text
component regions iteratively. Five geometric heuristic conditions are used to stop the
component expansion.
Clavelli et al. [29] segment text objects in color poster images based on color
information and spatial relationship of characters. The CCs are created using RGB color
similarity of neighboring pixels and too small or too big components are removed. Then,
each pair of neighboring components is considered as seeds to build text lines based on
interval and orientation. The final set of text lines is labeled as text regions.
Chowdhury et al. [30] detect text regions using color chain. In preprocessing step,
light edge enhancement and heavy edge enhancement are adopted to enhance transitions
between characters and background. In segmentation step, the color chain is generated to
segment the image by computing the color differences between the current pixel and next
16

pixels in RGB space for every row. In grouping step, the horizontal chains are linked
vertically based on spatial distribution and the properties of character to form a two
dimensional spatial color component, which is a candidate text region.
Fu et al. [31] and Liu et al. [32] discriminate characters from background by
assuming that three neighboring characters can be represented as a Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) based on the distances between centroids of characters, the region areas of
characters, and the region densities. Therefore, text regions can be distinguished from
non-text regions by a probability computed using this assumption and Bayes rule. The
methods first compute CCs using the binarized input image. The obtained CCs are
merged by morphological closing based on distance and the neighborhoods of CCs are
generated by Voronoi regions. Then, for all neighbor set with three CCs, GMM method is
used to determine whether the three CCs are characters. The parameters are determined
by maximum-minimum similarity (MMS), which can maximize the similarities of
observations and models from the same classes, and minimize the similarities for those
from different classes.
By noticing that there are transient colors between background and overlay text
that is superimposed on the video scene, Kim et al. [33] use transition map to detect
overlay text. Firstly, for three consecutive pixels in the image, the weighted intensity
changes are computed for two pairs of neighboring pixels, as shown in Figure 2.2. If the
difference between two changes is larger than a threshold, the center pixel is marked as a
transition pixel. All transition pixels form the transition map. Then, the small gaps
between transition pixels are filled to generate CCs. For each CC, the probability of
layout text is computed based on the density of transition pixels and the number of
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different Local Binary Pattern (LBP) in the region. The connect components with small
layout text are discarded as false positives. Finally, overlay text regions are refined and
updated using vertical and horizontal projections and temporal redundancy of videos.

Figure 2.2 The change of intensities in the transition region (From Kim et al. [33]).
Bounman et al. [34] propose a sign text localization method for mobile
applications. Firstly, the input image is divided into non-overlapping blocks and
homogeneous blocks are found by luminance thresholding. Then, Homogenous blocks
are used as seeds to generate homogenous regions by region growing. Finally, holes and
contrast are computed for each homogenous region to detect sign regions and holes
meeting some character criterions in sign regions are output as text. Similarly, Jafri et al.
[35] also use a dividing and merging strategy to segment text based on background
analysis. The assumption of the method is that the text is written with a contrasting color
on a uniform background. Text background is extracted by finding the uniform region
with large color contrast between the background and holes.
(3) Corner-Based Approaches
Text objects are rich of corners, which are typically uniform distributed over text
regions. Based on this property, many corner-based approaches are proposed to separate
text from other objects. Block-based corner density and morphological dilation based
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corner merging are often employed to generate candidate text regions using extracted
corners.
The corner map generated by SUSAN corner detector [36] is used by Hua et al.
[37] to localize text objects in video frames. Candidate text regions are formed by corner
refinement, merging, and dilation. Corner density, edge density, the ratio of vertical edge
density and horizontal edge density, and center offset ratio of edges extracted from
vertical, horizontal, and overall edge maps are computed to decomposed text regions into
text lines and remove false alarms.
Bai et al. [38] use Harris corners to localize text. Two Harris corners are linked by
a line if they have high color and position similarities, which are computed based on the
color histograms of their neighboring areas and Euclidean distance between them. The
text regions are generated by grouping the obtained lines using a distance measure.
Harris corners are used by Zhao et al. [39] to localize text and caption in video
document as well. After finding the corner points in the image by Harris detector,
morphological dilation is used to merge close corners into one region. False positive
regions are filtered out using five features, the area of a region, the saturation that
indicates the proportion of the foreground in the bounding box, the orientation of a region,
the aspect ratio of bounding box, and the position of a region with its centroid. For
moving captions, the text detection results are combined with the motion vector to detect
moving text regions.
Instead of using morphological operations to merge corners as in [39], Sun et al.
[40] use block-based corner density to localize text objects. The blocks with high corner
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densities are connected to generate text regions, which are then verified by color
deviation.
(4) Stroke-Based Approaches
Compared with edge and color features, stroke can be considered as a high-level
feature because stroke is the prime element of character and contains intrinsic properties
of text object. Once stroke information is extracted successfully, text can be localized
easily. The most obvious and widely used property of stroke is that the strokes of a
character typically have similar width and color. However, the approaches based only on
stroke width may fail when text objects have more than one dominating stroke widths.
Jung et al. [41] design a stroke filter to segment text based on the observation that
a text stroke has homogenous intensity and are different from its lateral regions. A stroke
filter is shown in Figure 2.3. For each pixel, three rectangular regions around it are
marked as a local region. The stroke filter response is computed based on the differences
of three means of the rectangles over four orientations and three scales. The pixel with
higher response is more likely belonging to stroke-like structure. Gray intensity and
constant gradient vector are used as features for candidate text verification.

Figure 2.3 Local regions for stroke filter (From Jung et al. [41]).
Srivastav et al. [42] use stroke width and nearest-neighbor constraints to detect
scene text. Firstly, the edge map is generated by merging the edges detected in quantized
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RGB channels and the obtained edges are labeled using 8-connected component. Then,
based on dimension, alignment, and distance, CCs are grouped using nearest-neighbor
constraints. The stroke widths are computed in four directions (0, 45, 90, 135 degrees). If
all stroke widths have similar values, this region is marked as a text region.
Character-stroke is also employed by Subramanian et al. [43] to extract text
objects. In this bottom-up approach, a line scan is a set of pixels along the horizontal line
of an intensity image. Three line scans are combined to form a group scan, which is used
to locate flux regions and flux points that indicate significant change of intensity. These
flux points are filtered by using spatial and color-space constraints to find the character
stroke regions that have small variation in intensity. Scan line is used by Dinh et al. [44]
to compute stroke width as well. The blocks of the edge map are divided into simple
blocks and complex blocks based on the standard deviation of stroke width, which is
computed using scan lines. The dominating stroke width obtained from stroke width
histogram is used to separate edge pixels into text set and background set. The edge
thresholds for simple and complex blocks are computed based on text set and text and
background sets, respectively. Text regions are localized by morphological dilation and
multi-frame based refinement. However, the scan line can be used only for text with one
dominating stroke width and it cannot provide accurate stroke width for non-horizontal
text.
Epshtein et al. [45] use a Stroke Width Transform (SWT) to detect text. Based on
the observation that along the gradient direction of a stroke point p there is a
corresponding stroke point q whose gradient direction is approximately opposite to that
of p and the distance between p and q indicates the stroke width of character, the stroke
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width is computed for the corresponding pixel pairs whose direction differences are
smaller than 6/π. If the ratio of the stroke widths of two neighboring pixels is less than 3,
the two pixels are grouped together. Text regions are formed using connected component
algorithm based on grouped pixels and false alarms are filtered by aspect ratio and size
constraints.
The property that the corresponding stroke points have opposite gradient
directions is also noticed by Zhang et al. [46]. Histogram of oriented gradient (HOG)
with 4 bins is applied to capture this property for each detected closed boundary. If bin 1
and 3 and bin 2 and 4 have similar numbers of boundary points, the boundary is marked
as a boundary of character. Spectral is used to group characters to text objects.
(5) Multiple-Feature Based Approaches
The multiple-feature based approaches combine the text information captured by
different features to detect and localize text objects.
Dinh et al. [47] localize text using edge cue and color cue. Edges are extracted by
Sobel detector and filtered by geometric constraints. The edge-based candidate text
regions are the CCs obtained using the remaining edges. Color segmentation is done by
mean shift segmentation. The color-based candidate text regions are generated using the
geometric constraints. After that, two types of candidate text regions are combined using
2D tensor voting to yield final detection results. Kim et al. [48] use color consistency and
edge orientation consistency of text objects in consecutive frames to extract static text
regions. Morphological erosion and dilation are used to remove false positives.
Liu et al. [49] use intensity and shape filters to localize text object in image.
Intensity filter is built based on the observation that text objects usually have better
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contrast with their adjoining backgrounds than non-text components. A block is marked
as non-text block if its intensity histogram is similar to that of its adjoining area. Shape
filter is built based on the assumption that text usually is constituted by different
characters. The shape distance computed using inner distance [50] is utilized to remove
non-text regions.
Yi et al. [51] use stroke and color information to localize candidate text regions.
For stroke based partition, the method extracts candidate text regions using stroke
property based on [45] and refine the candidate regions using intensity magnitudes and
aspect ratio. For color based partition, the colors are clustered using a K-means method
based on the histogram of non-edge pixels to separate the image into several color layers.
After partition, in order to group detected candidate character to form text object and
remove false positives, two grouping methods are used. Adjacent character grouping is
performed based on geometric constraints, such as the similarities of height, size,
alignment, color, and interval between two adjacent characters. Text line grouping is
performed by Hough transform based on angle differences and length differences of line
segments that connect the centroids of neighboring characters.

2.1.2 Texture-Based Approaches

Besides the region properties, the distinct textural properties between text and
background can also provide important information for text extraction. For the
approaches in this category, statistical features, frequency transforms, Gabor filters, and
machine learning based methods are often used to describe and distinguish the texture of
text and background.
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Liu et al. [52] detect horizontal, vertical, up-right, and up-left edge maps of the
input image. Mean, standard deviation, energy, entropy, inertia, local homogeneity, and
correlation are computed for a sliding window over the four edge maps. K-means (K=2)
method is employed to cluster the image into text and non-text regions based on the
above features. Geometric constraints are used to discard false positives.
Shivakumara et al [53] propose an algorithm to detect video text through the
classification of low and high contrast images. After dividing an image into blocks, the
arithmetic filter and median filter are applied on each block to get outputs AF and MF.
The difference between AF and MF is defined as Diff. Based on their observations that
Sobel detector usually yields more edges than Canny detector for high contrast blocks, a
block is classified as a high contrast block if: (i) the number of edges detected by Sobel
of AF is bigger than the number of edges detected by Canny of Diff; (ii) the number of
strong edges detected by Soble of MF is bigger than that of Diff. A frame with high
contrast blocks is marked as high contrast frame. Then, similar to [52], statistic features,
such as mean, standard deviation, entropy, and K-means method (K=2) are adopted to
yield candidate text cluster and background cluster. The thresholds of high and low
contrast frame are computed separately based on the gradient edge maps of two types of
frames.
Celine et al. [54][55] propose a selective metric-based clustering method to
extract text from natural scene. First, based on their study that RGB space can handle
variability of natural scenes better than other color spaces, Euclidean distance based and
Cosine similarity based clustering methods are applied on GRB color space
complementarily to partition the original image into three clusters: textual foreground,
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textual background, and noise. Then the textual foreground is identified by finding the
largest regularity of clusters. Finally Log-Gabor filter is employed to combine spatial
information and frequency information to locate characters and detect character edges.
It is known that a region with rich texture in spatial domain has high frequencies
in frequency domain. Taking advantage of this fact, many texture-based approaches
separate text by localize high frequency regions in frequency domain. Fourier Transform
(FT), Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) are
most used for this purpose.
Shivakumara et al. [56] utilize Fourier-statistical features in RGB space to detect
text objects in video. Firstly, a frame is divided into blocks, which are classified as text
and non-text blocks using the following cues: the sharpness of the edges, the straightness
and cursiveness of the edges, and the edge proximity. The frame containing text blocks is
defined as text frame. Then, Fourier transform (FT) is applied on RGB channels for text
frames. Based on energy, entropy, mean, inertia, and moment features, a K-means
method (K=2) is employed to separate the image into text and non-text regions in Fourier
domain based on the fact that FT gives larger values for text pixels and lower values for
non-text pixels.
By using a Fourier-Laplacian filter, Phan et al. [57] and Shivakumara et al. [58]
propose a method to detect multi-oriented text objects in video. After transforming a
frame to frequency domain, an ideal low-pass filter and Laplacian filter are used to
compute maximum difference (MD) map that is defined as the difference between the
maximum value and the minimum value within a 1×N window of the filtered image. A
K-means (K=2) method is adopted to classify the MD map into two clusters based on the
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magnitudes of MD values. The regions with large MD values are marked as candidate
text regions, because text objects have high contrast to the background. Then, candidate
text regions are labeled as CCs and divided into two types, simple and complex, based on
the number of intersections of the skeletons of CCs. A complex connected component is
separated into simple components using the skeleton segments obtained by deleting the
intersection points of the skeleton. Skeleton straightness and edge density are computed
for each simple component to remove false positives.
Leon et al. [59] use DWT to extraction caption text. For the region covered by a
sliding window, if there are high values in at least one of LH and HL subbands of a Harr
transform, the pixels are classified as text candidates. Binary partition tree are employed
to verify the candidate regions based on occupancy, aspect ratio, height, area, and
compactness features of generated bounding boxes.
The approaches proposed by Gllavata et al. [60], Saoi et al. [61], and
Shivakumara et al. [62] all use HL, LH, and HH subbands of DWT and K-means method
for text detection and localization, but different features are used for clustering. Wavelet
coefficients are selected as the clustering feature in [60] to localize text regions with high
valued coefficients. In [61], the three subbands image are divided into 8×8 blocks and the
standard deviations of three subbands are utilized as features for clustering. The statistic
features, such as mean, entropy, moments, etc., extracted from three subbands are used as
clustering features in [62]. Based on these features, the approaches cluster the input
image into text and non-text regions using K-means (K=2) method.
Gllavata et al. [63] present a DWT and temporal redundancy based method for
detecting text object in videos. A Fuzzy Clustering Ensemble (FCE), which can merge the
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results of several clustering algorithms together to improve the quality of the individual
clusters and robustness, is adopted to fuse multi-frame information. For a set of
consecutive frames, the features are extracted from each frame by applying DWT and
clustered by a fuzzy C-means method. Then FCE is employed to output an integrated
frame with three clusters, “text”, “background” and “complex background”, based on the
individual clustering result of each frame. The cluster that has the smallest distance to the
ideal text features are labeled as “text” cluster. A coarse-to-fine projection method yields
the final boundary boxes of text objects.
With the rapid development of classifier techniques, many supervised text
detection approaches have been proposed based on Artificial Neural Network (ANN),
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Boosting algorithms, etc. Chen et al. [58] present a twostep approach for text extraction. First, vertical and horizontal edges detected by Canny
operator are extended in horizontal and vertical direction by dilation operators to extract
candidate text regions. Bounding boxes of candidate regions are generated by a baseline
algorithm [64] and empirical constrains. Second, four features are used to extract text
regions: (i) gray-scale spatial derivatives feature; (ii) DCT coefficients; (iii) distance map
feature, which only relies on the position of strong edges in the image, and (iv) constant
gradient variance feature, which normalizes the contrast at a given point using the local
contrast variance computed in a neighborhood of this point. Finally, multi-layer
perceptrons (MLP) and SVM are used to verify the text objects.
Song et al. [65] use wavelet and SVM classifier to verify candidate text regions
generated by edge intensity variation and color variance analysis in camera captured
document style images. For caption extraction, Lee et al. [66] find candidate text regions
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using two features: block pixel variance that indicates the deviation of pixel values in a
block and average pixel difference that indicates the average difference of pixel values
between two consecutive frames. Twelve wavelet features extracted from the candidate
regions are input to SVM to classify text blocks. Anthimopoulos et al. [67] use SVM and
LBP to verify text blocks from the candidate blocks, which are obtained by performing
morphological operations and projections on the edge map. Minetto et al. [68] use toggle
mapping, a morphological operator originally used for contrast enhancement, to segment
image into homogeneous regions. SVM classifier, Fourier moment features, pseudo
Zernike moments feature, and polar representation feature are used to discriminate text
regions from background. In validation step, HOG and SVM classifier are adopted to
remove false positives.
Instead of using SVM to classify text objects, Kim et al. [69] notice that SVM can
extract features within its own architecture efficiently based on kernel functions and
present an approach using SVM to analyze the textural properties of texts. The intensities
of the raw pixels in the original image are input to the SVM directly without external
texture feature extraction module. A continuously adaptive mean shift algorithm
(CAMSHIFT) is employed to get the bounding boxes by modifying the search windows
iteratively based on SVM outputs. An example of text detection using CAMSHIFT is
shown in Figure 2.4. The limitation is that the approach can only detect text objects in
horizontal rectangle shapes. Similar utilization of SVM for text extraction is also reported
by Cheng et al. [70]
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.4 Example of text detection using CAMSHIFT (From Kim et al. [69]). (a) input
image (540×400), (b) initial window configuration for CAMSHIFT iteration (5×5-sized
windows located at regular intervals of (25, 25)), (c) texture classified region marked as
white and gray level (white: text region, gray: non-text region), and (d) final detection
result.
Wang and Chen’s method [71] use wavelet transform to extract text objects in
video documents. In the edge detection stage, DWT with seven wavelet functions is
applied on the video sequence and two different combination of wavelet functions are
used to detect static and dynamic text edges separately. In the classification stage, the
texture features, such as gray-level co-occurrence matrix, maximum probability, energy,
and entropy, calculated based on the combination of DWT sub-bands are input to a Bayes
classifier to localize final text regions.
Hanif et al [72] using constrained AdaBoost algorithm to detect and localize scene
text in complex images. 39 features extracted based on mean difference, standard
deviation, and histogram of oriented gradient at 9 scales are selected. 780 likelihood ratio
test-based weak classifiers and a modified AdaBoost algorithm which takes into account
the complexity of the weak classifiers at feature selection step are used to label text and
non-text segments. After that, connected component technique and morphological
operators are employed to group text regions based on labeled text segments. Multilayer
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perceptron is adopted to verify the text regions using 15 features extracted from edge,
gradient, and Haralick texture [73]. In experiments, 2142 text segments and 5000 nontext segments are collected for training purpose.
Pan et al. [74] present a scene text detection method using a coarse-to-fine
strategy. In coarse stage, the candidate text regions are localized using Waldboost
classifier based on gradients features and horizontal and vertical projections. In fine stage,
a polynomial classifier with histogram of oriented gradient, LBP, DCT, Gabor filter, and
wavelets are used to verify the candidate text regions.
Pan et al. [75][76] localize text in scene images using Conditional Random Field
(CRF). Text regions first are detected by HOG and WaldBoost algorithm. The confidence
map showing the probability of a region containing text are computed using the
WaldBoost output based on a boosted classifier calibration method. CCs are obtained by
Niblack’s binarization algorithm. Then, CRF is adopted for connected component
analysis. Based on the neighborhood graph of CCs, 14 unary and binary features that
represent the properties of CCs and component neighboring relationship are used to
construct a CRF model. Text regions are labeled by minimizing the energy function of
the graph. Finally, minimum spanning tree is employed to group text components into
text objects based on 9 distance metric features and text line features. In experiments,
5000 text samples were used to build WaldBoost and 400 text components and 13000
non-text components were used for CRF training.
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2.1.3 Other Approaches

Because many videos are stored, processed, and transmitted in MPEG compressed
format, some methods use the DCT coefficients provided by MPEG to extract text in
compressed domain directly. Crandall et al. [11] perform 8×8 block-wise DCT on a video
frame. For each block, 19 optimal coefficients that best correspond to the properties of
text are determined empirically. The sum of the absolute values of these coefficients is
computed and regarded as a measure of the “text energy” of that block. A block is
marked as a text block if the “text energy” of the block is larger than a pre-defined
threshold. Similarly, Qian et al. [77] also use DCT transform to extract text in MPEG
format. The difference is only seven DCT coefficients (three horizontal, three vertical and
one diagonal) are selected to compute “text energy”.
Based on the part property of text, Markov model is used for text localization by
regarding each character of the text as a part. Zhang et al. [78] propose a parts-based
approach for scene text detection using a high-order Markov Random Field (MRF) model
with belief propagation, which can overcome the limitation of the pairwise MRF that
spatial relationship of three characters cannot be captured. By utilizing temporal
information, Liu et al. [79] extend Discriminative Random Field (DRF) from 2D to 3D
by integrating both intra-frame neighbors and inter-frame neighbors, and build two
graphical models that combine the DRF with the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to detect
text objects in videos.
Sparse representation is adopted by Pan et al. [80][81] to segment text objects
from complex background. Based on the assumption that an image is composed of text
and complex background, two dictionaries are chosen. One gives the sparse
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representation to the text foreground and the non-sparse representation to complex
background while the other one does the opposite. Then image is decomposed and text is
extracted by thresholding. Sparse representation is also adopted by Zhao et al. [82].
By exploring the unique properties of certain video genres and languages, some
genre-dependent and language-dependent text extraction approaches are proposed based
on domain knowledge. The approaches proposed by Tang et al. [83] and Choudary et al.
[84] are both designed to extract text in instructional videos. In [83] a unified approach is
used to detect various text objects, such as handwriting on board, handwritten slides,
electronic slides, book pages, and web pages, based on the property of instructional video
that there are many comparatively static periods of time which correspond to the frames
with highlighted text for explaining. Therefore, the low motion frames are extracted using
the difference of two consecutive frames. Then a SVM classifier is used to verify text
frames by edge features. [84] focuses on the instructional videos of chalk board
presentations and use the content fluctuation curve by measuring the number of chalk
pixels to describe the content in each frame of instructional videos. The frames with
enough chalk pixels are extracted as key frames. Hausdorff distance is used in both
approaches to remove the redundant text frames caused by the same text content
highlighted multiple times.
Wu et al. [85][86] present an approach to detect and locate text on road signs in
videos. This strategy is composed of two stages: localizing road signs and detecting text.
By assuming that the motion of camera is along its optical axis horizontally and scene
text lies on planar surfaces, candidate road sign regions are selected. Then, edge-based
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coarse detection, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) based color analysis, and text
alignment analysis are employed to detect text on detected road sign regions.
Based on the observation that Devanagari and Bangla, two most popular Indian
scripts, have certain headline which is an unique characteristic of the scripts,
Bhattacharya et al. [87] use CCs generated by Otsu’s binarization and morphological
opening to extract headlines. Text regions are localized using the obtained headlines and
neighboring relationship between components. The properties of Farsi/Arabic text is
analyzed and compared with other languages by M. Moradi et al. [88]. Corner detection
is used to localize candidate regions, which is verified using DCT, statistical features, and
SVM classifier.

2.2 Text Tracking Approaches
Text tracking stage utilizes the temporal redundancy and spatial consistency
properties of text objects in video documents to speedup detection and localization of the
same text in consecutive frames. Moreover, Text tracking also serves as a text
verification stage to remove false alarms. Compared to text detection and localization,
however, only a few works are reported for text tracking in recent years.
Crandall et al. [11] present two tracking algorithms to track rigid text and
changing text in videos. The motion vectors of MPEG-compressed videos are used in the
first algorithm. Given a localized text region in one frame, motion vectors from relatively
featureless macroblocks and small noise motion vectors are discarded in order to select
reliable motion vectors. Then the magnitude and direction of remaining motion vectors
are clustered and a single motion vector for the region is yielded by averaging vectors in
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the cluster. A trajectory-prediction based algorithm and an edge-pixel based search
algorithm are adopted to refine the tracking results. In the second algorithm for changing
text, based on the observation that the basic shapes of the characters in the same text
object remain constant, the contours of text objects in two consecutive frames are
matched to determine if they belong to the same text objects.
Gallavata et al. [89] propose a similar motion vector based text tracking approach
for MEPG videos. A macroblock whose intersection ratio is larger than a predefined
threshold is defined as a text macroblock. The mode of the motion vector set is chosen as
the motion vector which predicts the text block position in the next frame. Compared
with [4], only the motion vectors in text marcoblocks are extracted. And instead of using
clustering method, the mode of motion vectors is used as reliable motion vectors.
Qian et al. [90] present a text tracking approach in compressed video. For rolling
text tracking, the horizontal and vertical texture intensity projection profiles are matched
between two frames to identify text objects. For static text line tracking, the starting and
ending frames of text lines are determined by computing Mean Absolute Difference
(MAD) that represents the difference between the text block regions in the direct current
images of two consecutive frames. Jiang et al. [91] propose a Line Against Line Matching
(LALM) to track text objects based on MAD. Given two horizontal bounded text objects
in the current frame and next frame, LALM is measured by MAD between the horizontal
midline of the text area in current frame and all horizontal lines of the text area in next
frame. If the minimum MAD is smaller than a pre-defined threshold, the two text objects
are labeled as an identical text object.
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Based on estimated planar transformation over blocks of multiple frames, Myers
et al. [92] track scene text undergoing scale changes and 3D motion. The approach
assumes that a text region is planar in the scene and has a sufficient number of high
textured points, which can be computed by Laplacian-of-Gaussian operator. These points
are tracked and localized using normalized correlation of a small image patch centered at
the current position of the point. After reconstructing the projecting transformations for
all the frames simultaneously based on the tracked points, the motion of text regions is
estimated.
For a detected text block, Tanaka et al. [93] find the best matching block in the
other frame by searching the 16×16 blocks centered at the block on the current image for
reduction of calculation time. Cumulative histogram is used to measure the similarity of
blocks. The label of a region is determined by the most populated label of blocks in the
region. In the wearable camera system proposed by Tanaka and Goto [94][95], particle
filter are adopted for text tracking.

2.3 Applications

Clearly, the most important and widely used application of a text extraction
system is text-based image/video indexing and retrieval by using the recognized outputs
of the system. Besides that, many other applications of text extraction system have been
developed as well, such as camera-based text reading system for visually impaired people,
wearable translation robot, wearable text-tracking system, vehicle license plate
recognition, and road sign text detection for mobile device. In this section, we give a brief
introduction of these applications.
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Camera-based text reading system for blind persons: Figure 2.5 depicts the system
designed Ezaki et al. [96][97]. The text captured by camera can be recognized and
converted to voice signal by a synthesizer. In [96], the text extraction stage is
implemented using edge information, color information, and morphology operations.
In [97], the text blocks are extracted by finding bimodal histogram using Fisher’s
Discriminant Rate and Otsu’s binarization method.

Figure 2.5 Camera-based text reading system (From Ezaki et al. [96]).


Wearable translation robot: Shi et al. [98] developed a wearable translation robot
which can automatically extract text objects from the video captured by the camera
and translate multiple languages in real-time. The robot is made up of a headmounted camera, wearable computer, and a head-mounted display. The
implementation of the text detection is based on the difference of gray level between
text and background, which is computed using the difference curve that indicates the
changes of gray level.



Autonomous text capturing and tracking robot: The robot designed by Tanaka et al.
[99] is equiped with a head-mounted camera, NTSC-DV converter, and two laptops.
The robot can look around the environment using an onboard active video camera.
The technique supporting the robot is DCT coefficient based text detection and block
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based tracking methods. Similar devices are also used in the text-tracking wearable
camera system developed by Tanaka and Goto [100][101].


Road sign and text detection: Based on the observation that sign region has
homogeneous color and holes that are the characters located in the sign, Bounman et
al. [34] propose a low complexity sign and text localization method for mobile
applications using a dividing and merging methodology and a region growing
technique. Wu et al. [85][86] detect and locate text on road signs in videos by
assuming the motion of camera is along its optical axis horizontally and scene text
lies on planar surfaces. Sign text is localized by edge, color, and alignment analysis.



Vehicle license plate recognition: The characters contained in the vehicle license
plate can provide much useful information for license plate detection and recognition.
For example, Wazalwar et al. [102] compute Euler number of a candidate plate
region to verify license plate because a license plate contains many holes caused by
the characters. Huang et al. [103] use Harris corner detector to extract corners of text
in candidate plate region to localize license plate.

2.4 State of the Art and Limitations

Text extraction in image and video documents, as an important research branch of
content-based information retrieval and indexing, continues to be a topic of much interest
to researchers. With in-depth investigation of the properties of text objects and the
comprehensive understanding of text extraction problem, a large number of recently
proposed approaches in the literature have contributed to an impressive progress in this
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research area. In this section, we summarize the progress made in recent years based on
the approaches reviewed in the previous sections and discuss future research directions.
For text detection and localization, prior to 2003, very little work was done on
scene text which usually has varying size, position, orientation, lighting, and
transformation [13]. Now, scene text extraction has received extensive study and many
approaches were presented in recent years. For example, [19] uses ridges detected at
several scales of a Laplacian image to extract scene text objects, [28] uses the text color
extracted from the focus of mobile camera as the seed color to localize scene text, and
[45] uses the stroke features computed based on gradient directions of edge points to
detect scene text. Meanwhile, temporal nature of video documents, which were
considered by only a few approaches before 2003 [11], has been utilized by almost all
recent video-based text extraction approaches, such as the minimum and maximum
intensities based integrated frames used in [23], the edge and color similarities of
consecutive frames used in [22][48], and the multi-frame based fuzzy clustering
ensemble used in [63], and so on. Moreover, many techniques that were proposed for
other research fields have been successfully adopted and applied for text extraction
recently, including the mean shift algorithm initially proposed for face detection and
tracking [104], discriminative random fields initially proposed for man-made building
detection [105], Sparse representation initially proposed for the research on the receptive
fields of simple cells [106], histogram of oriented gradient initially proposed for human
detection [107], inner distance initially proposed for shape classification [50]. Besides the
study of text regions, some recent approaches focus on the background of text and use
background information to localize text. For instance, [33] captures transient colors
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between text and background to find captions in videos. [34] and [35] first find the
uniform background with holes as the text background and then localize text in the
marked regions.
Although much progress has been achieved in the past few years, more work still
remains to further improve the performance of text extraction systems. For example, the
extraction of single characters and touching characters has not been solved because of the
lack of important spatial information between neighboring characters; Transparent text,
text in low resolution, text with varying lighting, and text with color bleeding cannot be
localized accurately due to unreliable, insufficient, or incomplete character information;
How to combine several complementary character features or extraction algorithm
outputs efficiently still need more investigation. Although text tracking is an
indispensable step for text extraction in videos, only a few text tracking approaches have
been reported in recent years when compared with text detection and localization
approaches. More effort is needed to focus on tracking, not only for static and scrolling
text, but also for dynamic (growing, shrinking, and rotating) text objects.
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CHAPTER 3:
TEXT LOCALIZATION AND DETECTION

In this chapter, we introduce an unsupervised method to detect and localize text
objects in images and video frames. This method is based on a novel pictorial structurebased text model and three new character features. In the proposed text model, each
character is a part and every two neighboring parts are connected by a link. For every part
in the model, we use the presented character features to compute character energy, which
can reflect the inherent properties of characters and indicate the probability that a
candidate part in the model is a character. For every link in the model, we use the spatial
relationship and property similarity between neighboring characters to compute link
energy, which indicates the probability that two connected candidate parts are both
characters.
The advantages of the proposed method are: (i) the characteristics of character
and the structure of text object are described by the parts and links of the presented text
model. Therefore, the proposed method can capture the properties of characters and text
objects simultaneously and combine them efficiently; (ii) the presented three new
character features are computed based on the inherent properties of character. Therefore,
the proposed method is robust to the size, font, color, and orientation of text and can
discriminate text objects from other objects efficiently.
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After introducing the presented text model in Section 3.1, we describe the four
steps of the proposed method as follows: (i) Initialize candidate text models by localizing
the candidate parts and connections in a given image (Section 3.2). (ii) Compute
character energy for each part based on the character properties (Section 3.3). (iii)
Compute link energy for each connection based on the text properties (Section 3.4). (iv)
Compute text unit energy and use minimum spanning tree to generate final text models
(Section 3.5).

3.1 Text Model

Pictorial structure was introduced by Fischler and Elschlager [108] in 1973, where
an object is described as a collection of parts with the spring-like links between certain
pairs of parts. The parts represent the local visual properties of the object and the links
represent the deformable configuration between parts.
The problem of using a pictorial structure for object detection and matching can
be expressed as the minimization of the function below:
n

L* = arg min ( ∑ mi (li ) +
L

i =1

∑d

ij
( v i , v j )∈E

(li , l j ))

(3.1)

We can use an undirected graph G=(V, E) to explain this function [109]. V={v1, …, vn} is
a vertex set which corresponds to n parts. (vi, vj)∈E is the edge between vi and vj which
corresponds to the link between the two parts. L={l1, …, ln} is configuration which
specifies the locations of corresponding parts. mi(li) measures the degree of mismatch
when part vi is placed at location li , and dij(li,lj) measures the degree of deformation of
the model when part vi is placed at location li and vj is placed at location lj.
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Generally, in order to use pictorial structure model to find best matches in an
image, firstly, we need to design a model with parts and links to describe the object to be
detected. Then, the appearance parameters of the parts and the characteristics of the links
are learned from training examples. Finally, the best matches of the designed pictorial
structure model are found by minimizing the energy represented by Equation (1). For
instance, the face model designed in [109] uses five parts (two eyes, nose, left mouth
corner, and right mouth corner) and four lnks (from nose part to other four parts), and a
maximum likelihood estimation is adopted to learn model parameters. The energy
minimization is solved by finding the Maximum Posteriori Estimation (MAP) estimate of
the object location given an observed image.
We know that text objects are made up of characters and most of them have more
than one character. In this paper, we assume that any text object contains at least two
characters so that a text object can be modeled as a pictorial structure naturally: each
character of the text object is a part of the pictorial structure model and every two
neighboring parts are connected by a spring-like link, as shown in Figure 3.1. Moreover,
we define that two neighboring characters and the link connecting them form a text unit.
Hence, text unit can be considered as a primary unit of text object and any text object is a
combination of one or more text units. The text object in Figure 3.1 can be illustrated as a
combination of three text units.

Figure 3.1 Pictorial structure-based text model and text unit.
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Although any single text object can be described by pictorial structure easily, the
construction of a general pictorial structure-based text model that can be used for any text
objects is not straightforward. Because: (1) Compared with the objects that can be
described by the fixed numbers of parts (e.g. face can be described by eyes, nose, and
mouth parts), the number of parts of the text model is flexible. The shortest text objects
have only 2 characters, while the longest one has more than 40 characters. Therefore, it is
hard to determine how many parts should be used in the text model. (2) Compared with
the objects whose corresponding parts have similar appearances (e.g. the eye parts of
different faces have similar appearances), the characters of different text objects may be
completely different, even the same character may have quite different appearances due
to deformations and the changes of font, color, and lighting. Therefore, it is hard to learn
the appearance parameters that can be used for various text objects. Consequently,
without a fixed model and a set of learned parameters, we cannot use a supervised
method to find text objects in images by model matching.
In our method, instead of computing the mismatch mi(li) and deformation dij(li,lj)
in Equation (3.1) based on a pre-constructed pictorial structure model, we compute
character energy ( EChar ) and link energy ( E Link ) to find all possible text models in an
image. Character energy is calculated based on the property of the single part vi at
location li and measures the probability that vi is a character. Link energy is calculated
based on the link configuration between the part vi at location li and the part vj at location
lj and measures the probability that vi and vj are both characters. After that, we use text
unit energy and Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) to refine and generate final detection
results.
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3.2 Initialization of Text Model

To initialize the candidate text objects in a given image, we need to localize the
candidate character parts and connect certain pairs of candidate parts by links. In our
algorithm, the initialization of a candidate text object is based on the two observations:
(1) the boundary of a character is closed because the character typically has a high
contrast to its background in order to allow people read it; (2) text is made up of one or
more text units and each character should have at least one neighboring character.
Taking advantages of the two observations above, firstly, we localize the
candidate character parts by extracting all closed boundaries in the image. A zero-cross
algorithm based edge detector is adopted in our method since it can detect more closed
boundaries accurately than other edge detectors in our experiments. Meanwhile, it is
observed that using a single threshold to detect closed boundary is not robust. Figure 3.2
shows an example. When the threshold is low, the obtained edge set (Figure 3.2-b) can
provide the closed boundaries of all characters, but many noise edges are also detected.
When the threshold is high, the obtained edge set (Figure 3.2-c) can provide the expected
edges without noise, but some character boundaries may not be closed, such as the
boundary of ‘C’.

(a) Input Image

(b) El

(c) Eh

(d) E

Figure 3.2 Closed boundary detection.
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In order to extract closed character boundaries and remove noise edges, two
thresholds are used in our method. Assume El and Eh are the edge sets generated by a low
threshold Tl and a high threshold Th. All closed boundaries in El are extracted by
computing the Euler number of each edge. Let B be a closed boundary in El containing Nl
edge points, among which, there are Nh edge points appearing in Eh as well. Boundary B
is considered as a character boundary if:
Nh
> TB
Nl

(3.2)

where TB is a pre-defined threshold. Figure 3.2-d shows the edge map E after removing
all noise edges by (3.2) when TB=0.75. We can see that all characters have closed
boundaries and all noise edges are removed successfully.
The regions that are bounded by the closed boundaries in E are labeled as CCs
and filtered by geometrical constraints, including aspect ratio, size, and the number of
holes, to eliminate CCs that cannot be characters. Then, the remaining CCs are marked as
candidate character parts in the image.
Secondly, we initialize the candidate links by finding the neighbors of each
initialized candidate part based on the second observation. Let vi and vj be two candidate
parts with width Wv and Wv j , height H v and H v j , and centroids C v and C v . We say vj is
i

i

i

i

a neighbor of vi if
dist (Cvi , Cv j ) ≤ wd ⋅ min(max(Wvi , H vi ), max(Wv j , H v j )) ,

(3.3)

where dist(Cvi , Cv j ) is the Euclidean distance between C v and C v and wd is a weight which
i

i

is set to 2 in our experiments. We know that any character should have at least one
neighboring character. Therefore, the candidate parts that have no neighbors can be safely
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removed from the image as non-characters. The candidate links of the text model are
initialized by connecting every two neighboring candidate parts in the image.
Finally, the candidate character parts that are reachable to each other via one or
more links are grouped to form a candidate text object. Figure 3.3 shows two examples of
text model initialization. Figure 3.3-a and 3.3-d are two images from ICDAR 2003 text
localization dataset. The detected closed boundaries are shown in Figure 3.3-b and 3.3-e.
Figure 3.3-c and 3.3-f illustrate the 19 and 6 initialized candidate text objects in the
example images.

(a) Original image

(d) Original image

(b) Closed boundaries

(e) Closed boundaries

(c) Candidate text objects

(f) Candidate text objects

Figure 3.3 Initialization of candidate text model.

3.3 Character Features
Because only edge and spatial information are used to initialize text objects in
Section 3.2, a candidate text may contain many non-character parts, even has no character
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parts. Hence, we must use the unique properties of characters and text objects to
eliminate the non-characters parts.
In this section, we present three new character features, Averaged Angle
Difference of Corresponding Pairs, Fraction of Non-noise Pairs, and Vector of Stroke
Width to capture the properties of characters.
The computations of three character features are derived from the observation that
the closed boundary of character can be divided into two edge sets and the edges in one
set have high similarities in length, orientation and curvature to the edges in the other set.
Let us take Figure 3.4 as an example to illustrate this observation. The closed boundaries
of four characters in Figure 3.4-a are divided into two edge sets shown in blue color and
red color in Figure 3.4-b. We can see that the red edges and blue edges have similar
lengths, orientations, and curvatures. The fact behind this observation is that stroke, as a
primary component of character, typically has approximately uniform thickness.
Therefore, the boundary of a stroke can be considered as a union of two edges that are
approximately parallel to each other.

(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4 The similarity of the edge pairs of strokes. (a) Original image. (b) The edge
pairs of strokes.
In our algorithm, we use the gradient vector of each edge point on the closed
boundary to capture these similarities of stroke edges. In Figure 3.5-a, the blue arrows
show the gradient vectors of the character ‘R’ in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.5-b is the close-up
of the green box in Figure 3.5-a. As illustrated, given an arbitrary edge point x and its
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gradient vector Vx, we can find another edge point y along the direction of Vx. We define
y is the corresponding point of x. Point set (x, y) is a corresponding pair. If x and y are
two edge points of a character, the gradient direction of y should be approximately
opposite to that of x due to the similar orientations and curvatures of a stroke edge pair.
Therefore, we are able to estimate the similarities by measuring the angle difference α
between the gradient directions of points x and y. Note that if the corresponding point of x
is y, the corresponding point of y may or may not be x. For example, in Figure 3.5-b, the
corresponding point of x is y, but the corresponding point of y is x’. All corresponding
points of four characters are connected by red lines in Figure 3.6. When the gradient
vectors of stroke edge points point to the outside of a detected candidate part, it means
the background is darker than this part, we use the opposite directions of gradient vectors
to find corresponding pairs.

(a)
(b)
Figure 3.5 The gradient vectors of edge points. (a) shows gradient vector of ‘R’, (b) is
close-up of the green box in (a).
Furthermore, based on the definition of corresponding point and the similarities of
stroke edge pair, we can conclude that: (i) For a character, the gradients of an edge point
and its corresponding point should have approximately opposite directions, e.g., in Figure
3.6, the directions of blue arrows of most corresponding pairs are approximately opposite.
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Figure 3.6 Corresponding pairs and corresponding links.
(ii) For a character, the distances between the points and their corresponding points are
similar because the change of the stroke width is usually small. e.g., in Figure 3.6, most
red lines that connect corresponding points have similar lengths.
Taking advantages of the above conclusions, we present three new character
features which can describe the inherent properties of characters.

3.3.1 Averaged Angle Difference of Corresponding Pairs (Dangle)
Let N denote the number of edge points of a candidate character part. P ( i )
)
th
(i )
. θ p(i ) and θ p(icorr
denote the
(1 ≤ i ≤ N ) is the i edge point with the corresponding point Pcorr

(i )
gradient directions of P ( i ) and Pcorr
, respectively. The difference of the gradient

(i )
directions of the corresponding pair ( P ( i ) , Pcorr
) is defined as:

(i )
)
d angle
= abs (θ p( i ) − θ p( icorr
)

(3.4)

(i )
where abs( ) is a function computing absolute value. The range of d angle
is [0 π ] .

Accordingly, Dangle is defined as:

1
Dangle =
N ⋅π
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N

∑d
i =1

(i )
angle

(3.5)

We can see that Dangle measures the averaged gradient direction differences of all
corresponding pairs of a candidate part. The range of Dangle is [0 1] . The part vi with a
bigger Dangle means vi is more likely to be a character. For an ideal character part whose
every corresponding pair has exactly opposite gradient directions, its Dangle reaches the
maximum value 1.
In some cases, however, a character may have a small Dangle due to the noise
points on the edges or the deformations of the strokes. Figure 3.7-a is the close-up of the
green box in Figure 3.6 showing the noise points at the end of a horizontal stroke of the
character ‘E’. Comparing with the noise-free stroke shown in Figure 3.7-b, we can see
that much more corresponding pairs have big differences of gradient directions. In order
to measure the noise and deformation levels of a candidate character part, we define the
second character feature, Fraction of Non-noise Pairs.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7 Noise corresponding pairs and noise links.
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3.3.2 Fraction of Non-Noise Pairs (Fnon-noise)
Assume a candidate character part has N corresponding pairs and β is a pre(i )
defined angle. Based on dangle
, Fnon-noise is defined as below:

Fnon−noise =

1
N

N

∑ h(d

(i )
angle

,β)

(3.6)

i =1

where,
1
(i )
h ( d angle
,β) = 
0

(i )
if d angle
>β
else

(3.7)

(i )
of the ith corresponding pair is
For a candidate part, if the angle difference dangle

bigger than β, we consider the gradient directions of this pair are approximately opposite
and label this pair as a non-noise pair. Otherwise, it is labeled as a noise pair. Hence, by
(i )
computing the fraction of the number of non-noise pairs h(d angle
, β ) to the number of all

corresponding pairs N, we can use Fnon-noise to measure the noise and deformation levels
of a candidate part. In addition, we define the connection linking the two points of a nonnoise pair is a non-noise connection and the connection of a noise pair is a noise
connection. In Figure 3.7-a, the red lines are non-noise connections and the green lines
are noise connections.
Table 3.1 lists the Dangle and Fnon-noise features of “RACE” shown in Figure 3.4-a.
All four characters have big Dangle values which are larger than 0.85 and big Fnon-noise
values which are larger than 0.65 when β is 150° degree.
Table 3.1 Dangle and Fnon-noise features of “RACE”
Dangle
Fnon-noise

R
0.889
0.754

A
0.865
0.684
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C
0.925
0.897

E
0.897
0.806

Dangle and Fnon-noise features of all initialized candidate parts in Figure 3.3 are
illustrated as the intensity images in Figure 3.8. We can see that most character parts have
much larger Dangle and Fnon-noise than non-character parts.

(a) Dangle

(b) Fnon-noise

(c) Dangle

(d) Fnon-noise

Figure 3.8 Dangle and Fnon-noise of two example images.
Although Dangle and Fnon-noise of most non-character parts are small, we notice that
the holes of the characters ‘R’ and ‘O’ and the nine circles in Figure 3.8-a and 3.8-b have
big Dangle and Fnon-noise values. It is because that circle is center-symmetric and every edge
point of circle has a corresponding point that has an exactly opposite gradient direction.
Hence, Dangle =1 and Fnon-noise =1 for a circle and circle-like objects have big Dangle and
Fnon-noise values due to the same reason.
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To solve this problem, we divide the non-noise connections into two types:
stroke-length connection and stroke-width connection. By finding the stroke-width
connections, we can not only remove the circle-like objects, but also compute the third
character feature vector of stroke width, which will be used to compute link energy.
In Figure 3.6, we notice that besides most connections whose lengths indicate the
stroke widths of the character, there are some connections whose lengths indicate the
stroke lengths of the character and intersecting with much more connections than others.
For instance, the lengths of the two thick green lines shown in Figure 3.6 are the lengths
of the vertical and horizontal strokes of the character ‘E’. Both of them have a lot of
intersections with other connections that are shown as bright green points in Figure 3.6.
Based on the number of intersections a connection has, we define stroke-length
connection and stroke-width connection as follows: assume k (i ) (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) is one of N
non-noise connections of a candidate part and it has I k(i ) intersections with other nonnoise connections. We define:
k

(i )

 stroke − length connection
∈
 stroke − width connection

I k( i )
> TIS ;
N
otherwise

if

(3.8)

where TIS is a threshold and set to 0.2 in our experiments.
For a circle, every connection intersects with all other connections at the center of
the circle. According to (3.8), all non-noise connections of a circle are stroke-length
connections. Similarly, circle-like objects have much more stroke-length connections
than stroke-width connections. The green boxes in Figure 3.9-a and 3.9-e are two circlelike non-character parts, whose connections intersect with most other connections as
shown in Figure 3.9-b and 3.9-f. After removing the noise connections and stroke-length
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connections obtained by (3.8) (TIS=0.2), we find that no connections left as seen in Figure
3.9-c and 3.9-g. Figure 3.9-d and 3.9-h show the edges of two parts. The intensity of each
edge point indicates the number of intersections the point has. The darker color means
more intersections.

(a)

(b)

(e)

(f)

(c)

(g)

(d)

(h)

Figure 3.9 Stroke-width links of non-characters.
For comparison purpose, we also remove the noise connections and stroke-length
connections (TIS=0.2) for the four characters shown in Figure 3.6 and illustrate remaining
stroke-width connections and the intensities of edge points based on their numbers of
intersections in Figure 3.10-a and 3.10-b. Clearly, four characters have much more
stroke-width connections than the non-characters shown in Figure 3.9.
Based the analysis above, we can separate circle-like non-character parts from
candidate parts using the percentage of stroke-width connection. Assume a candidate part
vi has Nsw stroke-width connections out of total N connections. vi is marked as:
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.10 Stroke-width links of characters.
candidate character part
vi ∈ 
 non − character part

N sw
> Tsw
;
N
otherwise

if

(3.9)

where Tsw is a threshold and set to 0.5. Figure 3.11 shows the percentage of each
candidate part in two examples. We can see that most circle-like non-character parts are
eliminated from the images.

Figure 3.11 The percent of stroke-width connection of two example images.
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3.3.3 Vector of Stroke Width (Vwidth)
As shown in Figure 3.10-a, stroke-width connections can describe the stroke
widths of a part accurately. Therefore, they are used naturally to compute the third
proposed character feature, Vector of Stroke Width. We know that typically characters
have one or two dominating stroke widths depending on their fonts. In our algorithm, we
estimate two dominating stroke widths for each candidate part by computing the
histogram of the lengths of stroke-width connections and localizing the peaks of the
histogram.
Assume Nsw is the number of stroke-width connections in a part. Let lsw(i)
th
(N )
(1) ( 2 )
(1 ≤ i ≤ Nsw) represent the length of the i stroke-width connection and Lsw = {lsw
, lsw ,L, lsw
}.
sw

hist(Lsw) is the histogram of Lsw (one pixel per bin) and hist ( Lsw , j ) is the value of
hist(Lsw) at the jth bin. We estimate the dominating stroke widths of a part as below:
[ ws(1) ws( 2 ) ] = Peak ( hist ( Lsw ))

(3.10)

where Peak (⋅) is a function which outputs the bins w s(1) and ws( 2 ) where hist(Lsw) reaches
two highest peaks in ascending order. If the histogram hist(Lsw) has only one peak,
ws(1) = ws( 2 ) . In order to provide more accurate results, two neighboring bins of w s( i ) (i ∈ [1,2])

are utilized to compute the dominating stroke width Wds(i ) (i ∈ [1,2]) :
Wds( i ) =

w1 × ( ws(i ) − 1) + ws( i ) + w2 × ( ws( i ) + 1)
w1 + 1 + w2

hist ( Lsw , ws( i ) + 1)
hist ( Lsw , ws( i ) − 1)
where w1 =
and w2 =
.
hist ( Lsw , ws(i ) )
hist ( Lsw , ws( i ) )
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(3.11)

After that, we measure the confidence for each dominating stroke width by
computing the percentage of the connections with dominating stroke width to filter out
noise stroke widths. The confidence C d( i ) (i ∈ [1,2]) is defined as:
Cd( i ) =

hist ( Lsw , ws( i ) − 1) + hist ( Lsw , ws( i ) ) + hist ( Lsw , ws(i ) + 1)
N sw

(3.12)

If the confidence of one dominating stroke width is smaller than a threshold
Tc=20%, this stroke width is considered as noise and set its value to the other dominating
stroke width. If the confidences of both dominating stroke widths are smaller than Tc , we
set Wd(1) = Wd( 2) = 0 . The vector of stroke width is defined as below:
Vwidth = [Wd(1) Wd( 2 ) ]

(3.13)

Because the dominating stroke widths are obtained statistically based on the
stroke-width connections, they are much more accurate and robust than the stroke widths
calculated by line scans, which are sensitive to the sizes and orientations of text objects.
Figure 3.12 shows four histograms of the lengths of stroke-width connections (red
lines shown in Figure 3.10-a) of ‘RACE’ in Figure 3.4-a. Because the characters have
two dominating stroke widths, their histograms have two peaks correspondingly.

Figure 3.12 Histograms of the lengths of the stroke-width links of ‘RACE’.
The values of Vwidth of ‘RACE’ are listed in Table 3.2. We can see that all four
characters have similar dominating stroke widths.
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Table 3.2 Vwidth feature of “RACE”
(1)
d
(1)
d

( 2)
d
( 2)
d

[w w ]
[C

C

]

R
[4.76 9.68]
[11.8% 67.8%]

A
[5.01 8.80]
[48.8% 36.1%]

C
E
[5.38 9.53]
[5.03 10.17]
[38.0% 35.1%] [50.0% 40.8%]

Now we have computed three new character features. In the following sections,
we use the first two character features, averaged angle difference of corresponding pairs
and fraction of non-noise pairs, to compute character energy and the third character
feature, vector of stroke width, to compute link energy.
3.4 Character Energy
We use character energy to indicate the probability that a candidate part is a
(i )
) of the part vi at location li is computed based on
character. The character energy ( EChar

(i )
Dangle

(i )
and Fnon
using the equation below:
−noise

(i )
Char

E

=

(i )
(i )
Dangle
+ Fnon
− noise

(3.14)

2

(i )
Note that 0 ≤ EChar
≤ 1 . When the all corresponding pairs of vi have opposite

(i )
(i )
(i )
gradient directions ( Dangle
=1) and vi has no noise connections ( Fnon
=1), EChar
reaches the
−noise

maximum value 1. The bigger character energy a candidate part has, the higher
possibility it is character. Figure 3.13 shows EChar of two example images.
As illustrated in Figure 3.13, the characters have bigger EChar than the noncharacters. Therefore, character energy can be used to discriminate the text objects from
other objects based on the similarity of stroke edges. Meanwhile, because the similarity
of stroke edges is an inherent property of characters, character energy is robust to the
fonts, sizes, colors, and orientations of characters.
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Figure 3.13 Character energies of two example images.

3.5 Link Energy

In the previous section, we have computed character energy for every candidate
character part to measure the probability that a part is a character. However, the
computation of character energy is based only on the features extracted from single
characters. According to our assumption, a text object contains more than one character.
Therefore, besides the features of single characters, the property and relationship of two
neighboring characters can also provide important information for text detection.
In this section, based on the features extracted from neighboring parts, we
compute link energy for every candidate link to measure the probability that two
candidate parts connected by the link are both characters. Link energy is computed based
on: (i) property similarity: the characters of a text object typically have similar properties,
including stroke width, size, and color; (ii) spatial relationship: the characters of a text
object typically are aligned along a certain direction and every two neighboring
characters have similar distance intervals.
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We use a feature set Fea={color, Vwidth, width, height} to capture the property
similarity between two connected parts vi and vj. The color similarity is measured by the
RGB values as below:
(1 )
Simi (Fea
=
i, j )

|C −Cj |
1
⋅ ∑ (1 − i
)
3 C ={ R ,G , B }
255

(3.15)

where Ci and Cj are the means of RGB of parts vi and vj.
The similarity of Vwidth between vi and vj is computed using following equation:
( j)
(i )
If Vwidth
≠ [0,0] ,
≠ [0,0] and Vwidth

(2)
Simi (Fea
=
i, j)

( j)
(i )
( j)
 V ( i ) [1] V width
 V width
[1] 
[ 2] V width
[ 2]  
1 



⋅ min  width
,
+
min
,
( j)
(i )
(
j
)
(
i
)

 V [ 2] V [ 2 ]  
2 
width
 V width [1] V width [1] 
 width


(3.16)

( 2)
Otherwise, Simi(Fea
= 0.
i, j )

The similarities of width and height between vi and vj are computed by using the
equation:
 Fea ( k ) i Fea ( k ) j
(k )
Simi (Fea
,
= min 
i, j)
 Fea ( k ) j Fea ( k ) i







k ∈ [3,4]

(3.17)

Hence, the neighboring parts with similar colors, widths, heights, and stroke widths have
high similarity.
Consequently, the link energy between vi and vj is defined as:

(i , j )
ELink
=

1 4
(k )
wk ⋅ Simi(Fea
∑
i, j )
4 k =1
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(3.18)

where wk is the weight and

4

∑w

k

(i , j )
= 1 . 0 < E Link ≤ 1 .

(i, j )
The higher E Link
means vi and vj have

k =1

bigger similarities. Note that w1 can be set to a small value or 0 to detect the text objects
whose characters are in various colors.
To capture the spatial relationship between two connected parts vi and vj, we use
the length of the link to depict the distance interval between vi and vj and the direction of
the link to depict the alignment of vi and vj.
The character energies of two examples are shown as an intensity images in
Figure 3.13. Similarly, here we visualize link energies using the candidate links as
follows:


The intensity of a link indicates the value of link energy. Higher intensity means
bigger similarity of the two parts connected by this link;



The length of a link indicates the interval between two linked parts;



The color of a link indicates the alignment of the parts. For any two links that joint at
the same part, if their direction difference is smaller than a pre-defined angle θ, two
links are shown in the same color. Otherwise, the two links are shown in different
colors.

Because the characters of a text object typically have similar properties and are aligned
along certain direction with similar intervals. Hence, the candidate parts that connected
by the links in the same color with big intensities and similar lengths have a high
probability to be a text object.
Figure 3.14 shows ELink of two example images (θ=20°). We can see that all
character parts are connected by the high intensity links with the similar length in the
same color. However, some aligned non-character parts which have similar appearances
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are also connected by the links with high intensities. In the next section, we will remove
those non-character parts using text unit energy, which is computed by combining
character energy and link energy.

Figure 3.14 Link energies of two example images.

3.6 Text Unit Energy
We have computed the character energy for every initialized candidate part and
the link energy for every initialized candidate connection. Now we are able to combine
them together to compute text unit energy for every text unit that is formed by two
neighboring characters and the link connecting them.
For the text unit containing two part vi and vj, the text unit energy is computed
( j)
(i , j )
(i )
using the character energies EChar
and EChar
, and the link energy ELink
:

(i , j )
EText
=(

(i )
( j)
EChar
+ EChar
(i , j )
) + E Link
2

(3.19)

(i )
( j)
(i, j )
(i, j )
Note that 0 ≤ EChar
, EChar
≤ 1 and 0 < E Link
≤ 1 , hence 0 < EText
≤2.

Figure 3.15 visualizes the text unit energies of all text units in two example
images. The higher intensity of a link indicates the higher text unit energy of a text unit.
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Based on (3.19), we know that Figure 3.15 can be considered as a combination of Figure
3.13 and Figure 3.14. Compared with Figure 3.14, the intensities of the links that connect
non-character parts become much smaller, while the intensities of the links that connect
character parts are still high. It is because the character parts have much higher character
energies than non-character parts.

Figure 3.15 Text unit energies of two example images.
Based on our definition of text model, a character part has one or two links that
connect it to the previous character part, the next characters part, or both. However, when
some parts are closed to each other, the parts may have more links due to many neighbors
found by (3.3). Two examples with redundant links are shown in Figure 3.16-a and 3.16c. The blue stars are the centroids of the parts and the links are shown in red and green.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.16 Minimum Spanning Tree-based energy minimization.
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In order to remove the redundant connections in the text model, Minimum
Spanning Tree (MST) technique is adopted in our algorithm. A text model can be viewed
as a weighted graph whose vertices and edges are the parts and links in the text model.
(i , j )
We compute the weight of the link that connects vi and vj using E Link
and the distance

between vi and vj. According to (3.3) and (3.19), we know that the maximum possible
length of the link between vi and vj is wd ⋅ min(max(Wv , H v ), max(Wv , H v )) and
i

i

j

j

(i, j )
0 < EText
≤ 2 . We define the weight of the link connecting vi and vj as:

(i , j )
(i , j )
W Link
= (2 − EText
) ⋅ D (i , j ) ,

(3.20)

where D(i,j) is computed based on distance information,

D (i , j ) =

dist (C vi , C v j )

(3.21)

w d ⋅ min(max( W vi , H vi ), max( W v j , H v j ))

dist(Cvi , Cv j ) is the distance between centorids Cv and Cv of vi and vj. Wv , Wv j , H v , and
i

i

i

i

Hv j are the widths and heights of vi and vj. 0 < D ( i , j ) ≤ 1 . Therefore, the closer neighbors

with bigger text unit energies have smaller weights.
For a text model with link set E, The total weight WText of the model is:

∑W

(i , j )
Link

WText =

( vi , v j )∈E

=

∑ (2 − E

(i , j )
Text

) ⋅ D (i, j )

( vi ,v j )∈E

=

∑

[2 − (

( vi ,v j )∈E

=

∑
( vi ,v j )∈E

(1 −

(i )
( j)
EChar
+ EChar
(i, j )
+ E Link
)] ⋅ D ( i , j )
2

(i )
( j)
EChar
+ EChar
(i, j )
) ⋅ D (i , j ) + ∑ (1 − E Link
) ⋅ D (i , j )
2
( vi ,v j )∈E

(3.22)

We know the MST of the graph is an acyclic subset that connects all of the vertices and
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whose total weight is minimized. Hence, to compute MST equals to minimize the
equation below:
L*PSM = arg min (
LPSM

∑
( vi ,v j )∈E

(1 −

(i )
( j)
EChar
+ EChar
(i , j )
) ⋅ D (i , j ) + ∑ (1 − E Link
) ⋅ D (i , j ) )
2
( vi ,v j )∈E

(3.23)

Now we can see that Equation (3.23) has the same form as Equation (3.1).
In our algorithm, we use Prim’s algorithm to calculate MST of each text model.
The MST of Figure 3.16-a and 3.16-c are shown in Figure 3.16-b and 3.16-d. Figure 3.17
illustrates the candidate text models in two example images after MST.

Figure 3.17 Text models after Minimum Spanning Tree.
As mentioned before, a candidate text model may have some non-character parts.
Therefore, it is necessary to refine the initialized text models by eliminating the noncharacter parts. In our algorithm, the text units whose text unit energies are smaller than a
pre-defined threshold TText are marked as non-character parts and removed from the
models. Figure 3.18-a and 3.18-c show the thresholded text models when TText=1.4. We
can see that all non-character parts are removed from the images after thresholding. The
character parts connected by the links in the same color with high intensities and similar
lengths are the final detected text objects. We can generate bounding boxes of characters
based on the character parts and bounding boxes of text objects based on the links.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3.18 Detected text objects in two example images. The bounding boxes of
characters are shown in green color and the bounding boxes of text objects are shown in
yellow color.
The text extraction results are shown in Figure 3.18-b and 3.18-d. The bounding
boxes of characters are shown in green color and the bounding boxes of text objects are
shown in yellow color.
In this chapter, we propose a novel unsupervised method to detect text objects
occurring in images and videos. A new text model is constructed to describe text object
using pictorial structure. Each character is a part in the model and every two neighboring
characters are connected by spring-like links. Two characters and the link connecting
them are defined as a text unit. For every candidate part, we compute character energy
using three presented new character features, averaged angle difference of corresponding
pairs, fraction of non-noise pairs, and vector of stroke width, which are extracted based
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on our observation that the edge of a character can be divided into two sets with high
similarity in length, curvature, and orientation. For every candidate link, we compute link
energy based on our observation that the characters of a text typically aligned along
certain direction with similar color, size, and stroke width. For every candidate text unit,
we combine character and link energies to compute text unit energy which can indicate
the probability that the candidate text model is a real text object. The final text detection
results are generated by SMT and text unit energy based thresholding.
Based on the text detection results obtained in this chapter, we will introduce the
proposed text event model and a new tracking method for text events in video documents
in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4:
TEXT TRACKING

4.1 Introduction
Compared with the text in still images, the text occurring in video documents has
two valuable properties for text extraction: (i) temporal redundancy, a text typically lasts
for more than one second to give human viewers the necessary time to read it. For
example, a text in the NTSC standard television program, whose refresh rate is 29.97
frames per second (FPS), appears in at least 30 consecutive video frames; (ii) spatial
similarity, although a text may have some motions due to zooming, rotation, and scrolling
in video, the change of its spatial locations between two neighboring frames is typically
small in order to keep the smooth motion of the text event to allow human reviewers read
text easily.
Based on the above two properties of text in video document, we define that the
text objects appearing in consecutive frames with the same characters and similar spatial
locations form a text event. The goal of text tracking is to follow a text event as it moves
or changes over time and determines its temporal and spatial locations and extents.
Moreover, every text event is given a unique ID in order to build an index of all text
events occurring in video for content-retrieval purpose.
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In addition, text tracking can also serve as a text verification step to remove false
positives. We know that a text event persists for multiple frames. Therefore, if a text
object is detected in a region in one frame but no text object detected in the neighboring
regions in the previous or next frames, this text object should be discarded as a false
positive.
Figure 4.1 demonstrates the temporal redundancy and spatial similarity of text
event using three examples. Figure 4.1-a illustrates four scene text events with horizontal
motions, Figure 4.1-b shows two caption text events with linear vertical motions, and
Figure 4.1-c illustrates a caption text event changing size with time.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.1 Temporal redundancy and spatial similarity of text events. (a) text moving
right, (b) text scrolling up, (c) text changing size.
This chapter considers the text tracking problem for video documents. In Section
4.2, by investigating the structure and properties of text event, we introduce a new
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pictorial structure-based text event model. The text objects of a text event are the parts of
the text event model and every two text objects in neighboring frames are connected by a
spring-like link. In Section 4.3, we initialize the parts and links of the text event model
using the text objects detected in Chapter 3 and the spatial similarity. In order to refine
the initialized text event model and discard incorrect links, in Section 4.4 we compute the
inter-frame link energy for each candidate link based on four similarities between two
neighboring text objects of a text event, including the number of characters, character
energy, size, and motion direction. Then tracking results are yielded after removing the
candidate links whose inter-frame link energies are less than a pre-defined threshold.

4.2 Text Event Model
In Chapter 3, we introduced a text model that is constructed using pictorial
structure. The characters in a text object are parts of the model and every two neighboring
parts are connected by spring-like links. Character energy and link energy are computed
for every part and link in the text model to measure the probability that a localized
candidate text object is a real text object.
Similar to a text object which can be considered as a sequence of characters in a
single frame, a text event can also be considered as a sequence of text objects occurring
in multiple consecutive frames. Therefore, we are able to construct a text event model
using pictorial structure again to describe the structure and properties of text event.
In a text event model, each text object in a frame is a part and every two text
objects in the neighboring frames are connected by a spring-like inter-frame link. For
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each link of the text event model, we compute inter
inter-frame link energy to measure the
probability that two text objects co
connected by this link
ink belong to the same text event.
Figure 4.22 shows two example text event models.. The model of text event 1 has 4
parts that are zooming in and connected by 3 spring
spring-like links. The
he model of text event 2
has 3 parts that are moving from left to right and connected by 2 spring-like
spring
links.

Figure 4.2 Text event model.

4.3 Initialization of Text Event Model
Similar to the initialization of text model, there are two steps to initialize
initia
a text
event model: (i)) generate the candidate parts of the model by localizing text objects in
every single video frames; ((ii)) generate the candidate links of the model by connecting
certain pairs of candidate parts in neighboring frames.
Because we are able to localize the candidate ttext
ext objects in single frames and
generate bounding boxes for them using the text detection and localization algorithm
proposed in Chapter 3, the regions within the bounding boxes can be used as initialized
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candidate parts of the text event model naturally. Therefore, we concentrate on the
initialization of links in this section.
Based on the spatial similarity of text event in video, we know that the text
objects of a text event may have location shifts in neighboring frames due to the motions
of text event, but these shifts are typically small to allow human reviewers read text
easily. Two examples are illustrated in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.3-a and 4.3-b show the traces
of the centers of four text events in Figure. 4.1-a and three text events in Figure 4.1-b by
overlapping four frames into one image. The colored points are the centers of text objects
and different colors indicate different text events. We can see that the centers of a text
event are close to each other in neighboring frames.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3 The traces of the text events in the first two examples in Figure 4.1. The
colored points are the centers of text objects and different colors indicate different text
events.
Because the location shifts of two neighboring text objects can be measured by
computing the location changes of the centers of text objects’ bounding boxes, we can
use the spatial similarity to initialize links of text event model. Assume that TE is a text
event, Ti is the ith text object of TE with the bounding box Ri whose size is H Ri × LRi and
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center is at ( xTi , yTi ). The center ( xTi + 1 , yTi +1 ) of the next text object Ti+1 of TE should
satisfy the following Euclidean distance-based constraint:
( xTi − xTi+1 ) 2 + ( yTi − yTi+1 ) 2 ≤ ∆

(4.1)

where ∆ is a pre-defined maximum shift between two neighboring defined as:

∆ = wc ⋅ min( H Ri , LRi )

(4.2)

where wc is a weight. Therefore, we initialize the links of the text event model by
connecting every two neighboring text objects that satisfy (4.1).
Let us use the example in Figure 4.4-a to illustrate the initialization of text event
model. By using the text detection algorithm proposed in Chapter 3, we can localize the
four text objects (“DANGER”, “BEWARE”, “OF”, and “ALLIGATORS”) in the four
frames successfully, as shown in Figure 4.4-a, where the bounding boxes of text objects
are shown in yellow color. As mentioned before, these detected text objects can be used
as candidate parts of text event models directly. Then, we initialize candidate links by
connecting the centers of the bounding boxes of detected text objects that satisfy (4.1).
The blue points indicate the centers of bounding boxes and the red lines indicate
initialized links. After that, the text objects that are reachable to each other via one or
more inter-frame links are grouped to form a candidate text event.
Figure 4.4-b illustrates the initialized text event models of the example shown in
Figure 4.1-b. Note that in the second frame there is a false positive detected by the text
detection algorithm. However, because no text objects are detected in the neighboring
regions in the first and third frames, we can discard this false positive safely based on the
temporal redundancy of text event.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.4 Initialization of text event model. The bounding boxes of characters are shown in green color. The bounding boxes of text
objects are shown in yellow color. The blue points are the centers of bounding boxes of text objects. The red lines are the initialized
links of candidate text event models.
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In Figure 4.4-a, all text objects of text event “DANGER” are connected correctly
by the initialized links, but the text objects of other three text events “BEWARE”, “OF”,
and “ALLIGATORS” are connected together by many incorrect links because they are
close to each other. In the next section, we will use the similarity of neighboring text
objects to remove those incorrect links.

4.4 Inter-Frame Link Energy
Because only spatial information is used to initialize the links of text event model
in Section 4.3, an initialized candidate text event model may contain some incorrect links.
Hence, it is necessary to use the properties of text events to refine the candidate models
by eliminating incorrect links.
In this section, based on our observation that the two neighboring text objects of a
text event typically are composed of the same characters with similar font and sizes, we
compute inter-frame link energy for each link in the model to measure the probability that
two connected neighboring text objects belong to the same text event.
Similar to the computation of link energy where color, height, length, and vector
of stroke width are used to compute the similarity of two neighboring characters, we use
the following four features to compute inter-frame link energy which describes the
similarity of two connected neighboring text objects.
Assume that TE is a text event, Ti is the ith text object of TE that have Ni
i
characters whose character energies are Echar (k ) (1 ≤ k ≤ N i ) . The bounding box of Ti is

Ri whose size is H R × LR and center is at ( xTi , yTi ) .
i

i
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(1) The Number of Characters: Because the text objects of a text event should contain the
same characters, we can use the number of characters of the two neighboring text
objects to measure their similarity:
D N( i , j ) = max(

Ni N j
,
)
N j Ni

j=i+1;

(4.3)

Clearly, 0 < D N( i , j ) ≤ 1 . The bigger the value of D N( i , j ) , the bigger the similarity of the
neighboring text objects Ti and Tj (j=i+1).
(2) Character Energy Vector: because the text objects detected in Chapter 3 are used as
initialized candidate parts of text event model directly, the character energies of a text
object can be used to describe the part of text event model correspondingly. Recall
that character energy is computed using two proposed character features, averaged
angle difference of corresponding pairs and fraction of non-noise pairs, based on the
closed boundary of character. Therefore, character energy is sensitive to the
character’s boundary and robust to the size, color, and rotation of character. The
character energies of all character in a text object from a character energy vector. For
the text objects in a text event, their character energy vectors have high similarity
because they contain the same characters with similar boundaries. Hence, we are able
to use the character energy vectors to measure the similarity of two connected text
objects:
D E( i , j ) =

1
⋅
max( N i , N j )

max( N i , N j )

where,
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∑ SE ( k )
k =1

j=i+1;

(4.4)

j

 E i ( k ) EChar
(k ) 
i
j
 if E Char
,
( k ) ≠ 0 and E Char
(k ) ≠ 0
max  Char
j
i
SE ( k ) = 
 EChar ( k ) EChar ( k ) 
i
j

0
if E Char
( k ) = 0 or EChar
(k ) = 0


(4.5)

If two vectors have different lengths, we use zeros to make them have the same
length. 0 < DE(i , j ) ≤ 1 and the bigger DE(i , j ) indicates the higher similarity of two
neighboring text objects. Figure 4.5-a and 4.5-b illustrate the character energies of
two examples shown in Figure 4.1-a and 4.1-b. The value of character energy is
visualized by color. We can see that the changes of character energies of neighboring
text objects are small.
(3) Size of Text Object: although a text event may change the size with time, the sizes of
its text objects in two neighboring frames typically only have a small change.
Therefore, the size difference can be used to measure the similarity of two text
objects as well:
D S( i , j ) =

H Ri H R j
LR LR
1
× [max(
,
) + max( i , j )]
2
H R j H Ri
L R j L Ri

j=i+1;

(4.6)

(i, j )
0 < D S( i , j ) ≤ 1 . The bigger the value of D S , the bigger the similarity of the

neighboring text objects Ti and Tj (j=i+1).
(4) Motion of Text Object: We know that MPEG standard defines three types of frames:
intra-coded frame (I-frame), predictive frame (P-frame), and bidirectional predictive
frames (B-frames). For temporal redundancy reduction and compression purpose,
MPEG motion vectors are provided for every non-overlapping 16×16 pixel regions
(marcoblocks) of P- and B- frames to indicate x and y displacements from the last I-
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.5 The similarity of character energies of text events. The intensity of character energy is visualized by color.
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or P- frame. Although motion vectors are usually too noisy to be used directly for
tracking, we can use them to predict the approximate motion of a text object.
Figure 4.6 shows the motion vectors of two video frames. The white grids
indicate the macroblock boundaries. The short green lines are motion vectors drawn
from the macroblock center to the center of the region used for motion compensation
in the last frame. Macroblocks with no vector have no motions. It is observed that the
motion vectors of the macroblocks containing text objects can indicate the text’s
motion directions. Figure 4.7 illustrates the motions vectors of the frames shown in
Figure 4.1-a and 4.1-b.

Figure 4.6 Macroblocks and motion vectors.
The motion vectors of a text object are averaged to yield a single motion
vector. Because the motion vector indicates the motion from the current frame to the
last frame, we need to reverse the direction of motion vector to get correct motion of
text

object.

Assume

MVT j

is

the

motion

vector

and

Orie ( MV T j )

th

( − π < Orie ( MV Ti ) ≤ π ) is the motion direction of the i text object of a text event Ti.

The motion direction of Ti is computed as below:
Orie ( MV T ) − π
δ =
Orie ( MV T ) + π
j

if 0 ≤ Orie ( MV T j ) ≤ π

j

if − π < Orie ( MV T j ) < 0

j=i+1;

(4.7)

Meanwhile, we are able to compute the motion direction using the movement of
centers of two neighboring text objects as the following:
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.7 MPEG motion vectors of two examples.
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γ = a tan 2 (

y Ti − y T j
xTi − xT j

)

(4.8)

j=i+1;

The ranges of γ and δ are (-π, π].
Therefore, if the motion direction computed using the centers of two
connected text objects is similar to the motion direction provided by the motion
vector, the two text objects have high probability belonging to the same text event.
We define the motion difference of a text object as below:
D m( i , j ) = 1 −

γ −δ
π

(4.9)

0 < D m( i , j ) ≤ 1 . The bigger the value of D m( i , j ) , the bigger the similarity of motion

directions γ and δ.
After the calculation the similarities of four features, we can combine them
together to compute inter-frame link energy for every link in the initialized text event
model using the following equation:
4

(i, j )
E IFL
= ∑ wk ⋅ Simil ( k )

j=i+1;

(4.10)

k =1

4

where Simil = [ D N( i , j ) D E( i , j ) D S( i , j ) D D( i , j ) ] , wk is the weight and

∑w

k

=1.

k =1

Figure 4.8-a and 4.8-b illustrate the inter-frame energies of two examples in
Figure 4.1-a and 4.1-b. Similar to Figure 3.14, we use the color and thickness of a line to
depict the intensity of inter-frame link energy of a link. If a link is shown as a thicker line
in red color, this link has bigger inter-frame link energy. If a link is shown as thinner line
in white color, this link has smaller inter-frame link energy. It is clear that the computed
inter-frame link energy can describe the properties of text event accurately. The links that
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.8 The inter-frame link energies of text event models. The links shown in thicker lines in red color have bigger inter-frame
link energy and the links shown in thinner lines in white color have smaller inter-frame link energy.
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connect the text objects of the same text event have much bigger inter-frame link energies
than other links that connect the text objects of different text events. Note that although
the lowest text objects detected in the 3rd and 4th frames of Figure 4.6-b are two
neighboring text objects of the same text event, they have different numbers of
characters, sizes, and character energies because the text object in the 3rd frame is
incomplete. Consequently, the inter-frame link energy of this link is small.
Similar to the link energy of text model which indicates the probability that the
two connected candidate characters are both characters, inter-frame link energy of a link
indicates the probability that the two text objects connected by this link are two
neighboring text objects of the same text event. Therefore, we can obtain the final
tracking results by eliminating the inter-frame links whose energies are less than a predefined threshold TIFLE. If a text object has only one remaining link after thresholding, it
is the starting or end text object of a text event. If a text object has more than two
remaining links after thresholding, we use the two links with bigger inter-frame link
energies as the links of this text event model. After that, the text objects connected by the
inter-frame links form a text event.
The final tracking results of two examples are illustrated in Figure 4.9. The
different text events are bounded by the bounding boxes in different colors. The index of
each text event is shown at top-left corner of the bounding box. We can see that the four
text events in Figure 4.1-a and two text events in Figure 4.1-b are tracked by the proposed
text event tracking method successfully.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.9 The tracking results of two examples. The text objects belonging to the same text are bounded by the bounding boxes in the
same color. The index of text event is shown at the top-left corner of the bounding box.
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Text tracking problem has been discussed in this chapter. Based on our
investigation of the structure of text event, a text event model was proposed to describe
the properties of text event. In this model, the text objects in single frames are parts and
the every two neighboring text objects are connected by a spring-like link. After
initializing the parts and links of text event model using the text objects detected in
Chapter 3 and the spatial similarity, we refine text event model using the presented interframe link energy, which is computed based on four features to measure the similarity of
two neighboring text objects and indicates the probability that the two neighboring text
objects connected by the inter-frame link belong to the same text event. The final
tracking results are yielded by eliminating the links using an inter-frame link energy
based thresholding.
In the next chapter, we will using three image and video datasets to evaluate the
text detection and tracking methods proposed in Chapter 3 and 4 and analyze the
experimental results.
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CHAPTER 5:
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We did comprehensive experiments using three image and video datasets in order
to evaluate the proposed text detection and localization method and text tracking method.
In this chapter, we first review the performance evaluation methods proposed recently
and describe the evaluation measures adopted in our experiments (Section 5.1), then
introduce three image and video datasets used for evaluation and present the experimental
results (Section 5.2).

5.1 Performance Evaluation Methods

The goal of performance evaluation for a text extraction system is to measure the
difference between the expected text output and the actual text output of the system.
Good performance evaluation methods can provide valuable information not only for
system evaluation and comparison, but also for system selection and improvement.
Precision and Recall are widely used evaluation metrics in information retrieval
community. Generally, precision is defined as the number of correct estimates divided by
the total number of estimates and recall is defined as the number of correct estimates
divided by total number of ground truths. In the robust reading competition of ICDAR
2003, Lucas et al. [110] propose a new forgiving version of precision and recall for text
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localization that are computed by finding the best matches between estimate (E) which is
a set of rectangle bounding boxes of detected text objects and target (T) which is
corresponding bounding boxes in ground truth. The best match mp between E and T is the
area of intersection divided by the area of the minimum bounding box containing both
rectangles. Therefore, the precision and recall can be defined as:
p=

r=

∑

re ∈E

m(re , T )

|E|

∑

rt ∈E

(5.1)

m(rt , E )

|T |

(5.2)

m(r, R) = max mp (r, r ' ) | r ' ∈ R

(5.3)

where

The overall performance can be indicated by a standard f , which is a combination
of precision and recall measures:
f =

1
α / p + (1 − α ) / r

(5.4)

Hua et al. [111] propose a modified performance evaluation approach which is
more suitable for video clips. Each ground-truth textbox is assigned a Detection Difficulty
(DD) based on the size of textbox, character height variation, skew angle, color and
texture, string density and contrast, as well as background complexity. Then Detectability
Index (DI) is defined for each ground-truth textbox to indicate its importance degree to
which it should be detected correctly. This index is computed using text length and
recognizability determined by human beings. Textbox detection qualities are computed
by using the overlapping area of the ground truths and the detected results. The overall
detection rate is the DI-weighted average of the detection qualities of all ground truths.
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However, the DD and DI depend on the detection algorithms used and the application
field.
Ma et al. [112] propose a usage-oriented performance evaluation method for text
localization algorithms. Two sets of metrics are presented for two different usages. For
metrics in recognition usage, where all characters are accurately localized, the ground
truths are divided into five localization cases based on the recall and precision matrix:
exactly localized, merged, multiple, split, and miss. Each case represents one overlapping
condition between estimated text regions and ground truths. This set can help the user
know which kind of localization results the method gives and indicate a direction for the
user to improve the method. For metrics in detection usage, where partial localization is
also acceptable, the matching area percentage between estimated text regions and ground
truths are considered. In addition to the number of false alarms, the area of false alarms is
also used for representing the performance of a localization algorithm.
Instead of using the bounding box of text object, Anthimopoulos et al. [113] use
only the pixels of characters for performance evaluation. After binarizing an image by
Otsu’s method, the polar of text is determined by connected component analysis. In order
to minimize the dependence of the binarization method used, the skeletons of characters
extracted from both ground truth and estimate are used to compute precision and recall.
Kasturi et al. [114] present a comprehensive framework for performance
evaluation of face, text and vehicle detection and tracking in video that includes: (1) Oneto-one correspondence between ground truth and system output objects. This evaluation
method can be considered as an optimal one by computing the metric score for every
combination of ground truth and system output pair. Spatial overlap and spatio-temporal
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overlap are used for detection and tracking evaluation. (2) Two Video Analysis and
Content Extraction (VACE) metrics. Sequence Frame Detection Accuracy (SFDA)
measure calculates the spatial overlap between the ground truth and system output objects
as a ratio of the spatial intersection between the two objects and the spatial union of them.
Average Tracking Accuracy (ATA) is a spatial-temporal measure which penalizes
fragmentations in both the temporal and spatial dimensions while accounting for the
number of objects and tracked, missed objects, and false positives. SFDA and ATA
provide a single score comparison between systems and are useful for end users and
optimization based development strategies. (3) Four metrics of the Classification of
Events, Activities, and Relationships (CLEAR). Multiple Object Detection Accuracy
(MODA) to assess the accuracy aspect of system performance by utilizing the missed
detection and false positive counts; Multiple Object Detection Precision (MODP) to
assess the precision of detection in any given frame by using the spatial overlap
information between the ground truth and the system output; Multiple Objects Tracking
Accuracy (MOTA) to compute the number of missed detects, false positives, and
switches in the system output track for a given reference ground truth. Multiple Objects
Tracking Precision (MOTP) to calculate the spatio-temporal overlap between the
reference tracks and the system output tracks. The contribution of split and merged tracks
are counted for the precision score as well. This set of metrics can aid developers in
investigating the failure instances of their algorithm for debugging purpose by splitting
the scores for accuracy and precision.
In our experiments, we adopted precision, recall, and f standard measures to
evaluate text detection and localization results for image documents by setting α=0.5 and
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MODP, MODA, SFDA, and MOTP measures to evaluate text detection and localization
results for video documents.

5.2 Datasets and Experimental Results

Two still image datasets and one video dataset were used in our experiments to
evaluate the performance of the proposed text detection and localization method and text
tracking method. In this section, we introduce three datasets and present the
corresponding experimental results. Extraction examples and the comparison with other
methods are shown for each dataset.
The proposed algorithm is implemented in C++ programming language and run
on a PC with Intel Core 2 Quad CPU at 2.66GHz and 4 GB memory under Microsoft 7.
The execution time for an image is within 5 second depending on the size of the image
and the number of closed boundaries the image has.

5.2.1 ICDAR 2003/2005 Dataset

ICDAR 2003/2005 dataset was used in text locating competitions of International
Conference on Document Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR) 2003 and 2005. This
dataset is the most widely used benchmark for scene text detection. It contains 258
training images and 251 test images, including household objects, road signs, shop signs,
bill-boards and posters, and book covers. The resolutions are from 307×93 to 1280×960.
Three example images from this dataset are shown in Figure 5.1. The ground truths are
bounded

by

green

boxes.

This

dataset

http://algoval.essex.ac.uk/icdar/Datasets.html.
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is

freely

downloadable

at

Figure 5.1 Example images from ICDAR 2003/2005 dataset.
Figure 5.2 shows the detected text models and the corresponding detection results
of some images in this dataset. The characters are bounded by green boxes and the text
objects are bounded by yellow boxes.
We can see that our method can detect most text objects successfully, including
text with different colors (Figure 5.2-a), different lightings (Figure 5.2-d), complex
background (Figure 5.2-b and 5.2-c), different sizes (Figure 5.2-d), different stroke
widths (Figure 5.2-e), flexible surface (Figure 5.2-f), other symbols (Figure 5.2-h), nonhorizontal directions (Figure 5.2-i and 5.2-j), and low contrasts (Figure 5.2-l and 5.2-n).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.2 Examples of typical detection results on ICDAR 2003/2005 dataset.
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(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

(m)

(n)

Figure 5.2 (Continued)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.3 Examples with weak performance of ICDAR 2003/2005 dataset.
Four images of ICDAR 2003/2005 dataset with bad text localization results are
illustrated in Figure 5.3. For each example, the first image is localization results of our
method and the second image is the ground truth. The text objects are bounded by the
bounding boxes in green color. Because the text object in (a) has the similar color with its
background, our method failed to extract closed boundaries of characters. In (b), our
method output one text object “PREMIER TEAM” but the ground truth contains two text
objects “PREMIER” and “TEAM”. Therefore, although the two localization results are
similar to each other, the precision rate of this image is low by computing the overlapped
area of the estimate and the ground truth. Because the text object “3” in (c) is a single
character that has no neighboring characters, our method cannot extract it due to our
assumption that a text object has at least two characters. In (d), our method missed the
last three characters “ING” of the text object “SHINING” due to the strong lighting in the
image.
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The evaluation result of our method on this dataset is listed in Table 5.1 along
with the best algorithm reported in [110] and the algorithms proposed in [45] and [46].
We can see that the proposed text detection method achieves better performance than
other listed algorithms with the highest precision rate of 74% and recall rate of 62%.
Table 5.1 Evaluation results on ICDAR 2003/2005 dataset
Algorithm
Ashida [110]
HWDavid [110]
Wolf [110]
Zhang [46]
SWT [45]
Our Method

Precision
0.55
0.44
0.30
0.67
0.73
0.74

Recall

f

0.46
0.46
0.44
0.46
0.60
0.62

0.45
0.35
0.18
0.55
0.66
0.67

5.2.2 Microsoft Street View Text Detection Dataset

This dataset is released by Epshtein et al. [45]. It comprises 307 color street view
images. The resolutions are from 1024x768 to 1024x1360. Because most of images
contain vegetations, repeating patterns, text in low resolutions, and hard to read or
unreadable text objects, this dataset is much harder than ICDAR 2003/2005 dataset. The
first row of Figure 5.3 shows three example images from this dataset and the second row
shows some hard-to-detect ground truths. This dataset is downloadable at:
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/eyalofek/text_detection_database.zip.
Figure 5.4 illustrates some text detection results on this dataset. Compared with
detection outputs of ICDAR 2003 dataset shown in Figure 5.2, the detection results here
have more false positives and more characters are missed.
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Figure 5.4 Example images and hard-to-detect ground truths of Microsoft Street View
dataset. The first row shows three example images from street view text dataset and the
second row shows some hard-to-detect ground truths.

Figure 5.5 Examples of text detection results on Microsoft Street View dataset.
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Figure 5.5 (Continued)
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Figure 5.6 illustrates some bad text localization results of Microsoft Street View
dataset. Due to the complex background and the low resolutions of text objects, many
text objects are missed and false alarms are detected in these images.

Figure 5.6 Examples with weak performance of Microsoft Street View dataset.
The evaluation results of Stroke Width Transform (SWT) method [45] and our
method are listed in Table 5.2. It is noticed that the scores of the precision and recall of
our method is slightly lower than SWT method. The two main reasons are: (1) the
boundaries of some text objects are not closed due to the small sizes or low resolutions;
(2) Instead of detecting the text objects containing two or more characters as our method,
SWT method only detects the text objects with three or more characters. In this way,
SWT can remove a lot of two-part false positives and miss only a few two-character text
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objects, because there are much more two-part false positives than two-character text
objects in the dataset.
Table 5.2 Evaluation results on Microsoft Street View text detection dataset
Algorithm
SWT method [45]
Our Method

Precision
0.54
0.52

Recall
0.42
0.38

f
0.47
0.44

5.2.3 VACE Dataset

Video Analysis and Content Exploitation (VACE) dataset has 50 30-minute
broadcast news videos from CNN and ABC. The entire source videos were presented in a
consistent format: MPEG–2 standard, progressive scanned at 720 × 480 resolution, GOP
(Group of Pictures) of 12 and frame-rate at 29.97 fps (frames per second). Beside the
scene text objects, this dataset has a large number of caption text objects that are
artificially overlaid on the video frames at the time of editing. Although some types of
caption text are more common than others, it is observed that caption text objects have
arbitrary font, size, color, orientation, and location. Three example frames are shown in
Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7 Example frames from VACE video dataset.
In the experiments, 4500 successive frames from each video were used as the
input and the text detection and verification algorithm were applied on Intra-coded
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frames (I frames), which are self-contained with no motion compensation and the lowest
compression ratios in MPEG frame streams.

Figure 5.8 Examples of text detection results on VACE dataset.
Text extraction from video frames presents some challenges over text extraction
from images due to lossy video compression, noise, interlacing, color bleeding, loss of
contrast, and blocking artifacts. Some of the text pixels can share the colors of the
background. Figure 5.8 shows the examples of text detection results on VACE dataset,
including the detections of scene text objects and caption objects. The evaluation results
are listed in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 Evaluation results on VACE dataset
Algorithm
VACE baseline [114]
Our Method

MODP

MODA

SFDA

MOTP

0.418
0.495

0.301
0.383

0.527
0.589

0.421
0.468
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In this chapter, we evaluated our method using three image and video datasets:
ICDAR 2003/2005 text locating dataset (258 training images and 251 test images), Street
view text detection dataset (307 street view images), and VACE video dataset (50
broadcast news videos from CNN and ABC). The experimental results demonstrate that
the proposed text detection method can capture the inherent properties of character and
discriminate text from other objects efficiently.
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CHAPTER 6:
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Text objects occurring in image and video documents can provide much useful
information for content based information retrieval and indexing applications, because
they contain much semantic information related to the documents’ contents. However,
extracting text from images and videos is a very difficult task due to the varying font, size,
color, orientation, and deformation of text objects. Although a large number of text
extraction approaches have been reported in the literature, no specific designed text
model and character features are presented to capture the unique properties and structure
of characters and text objects.
In this dissertation, we proposed a novel unsupervised method to detect and
localize the text objects occurring in image and video documents based on a new text
model and three new character features, and a novel tracking method to track text event
in video documents based on a new text event model.
For text localization and detection, by assuming that a text object contains at least
two characters, we construct a text model based on pictorial structure. Each character of a
text is a part of the model and two neighboring character parts are connected by a link.
The characters and the link connecting them form a text unit. Because the characters
typically have big contrast to their background and are located within certain distance
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interval, we first initialize the candidate character parts by detecting closed boundaries
and the candidate links by computing the distance between every two parts. Then, based
on our observations that the stroke edge of character can be divided into two sets that
have high similarities in length, curvature, and orientation, we presented three new
character features to capture these similarities and stroke width of characters. After that,
character energy is computed for each part using the character features to measure the
probability that a candidate part is a character. Link energy is computed for each link to
measure the probability that two connected candidate parts are both characters based on
the observation that the characters of a text object are typically aligned along certain
direction with similar stroke width, size, and color. Finally, character energy and link
energy are combined to generate text unit energy and the final text detection results are
yielded using minimum spanning tree and a text unit energy based thresholding.
For text tracking, we defined a pictorial structure based text event model. The
text objects of a text event detected in single frames are parts in the model and every two
neighboring text objects are connected by an inter-frame link. Because the text objects
have been detected using the proposed text detection and localization method, we are able
to initialize the parts of the model by using detected text objects directly. Then, based on
the spatial similarity of text event, we initialize links by connecting two neighboring text
objects if the distance between their centers is smaller than a pre-defined distance range.
After that, we defined inter-frame link energy for each link to measure the probability
that two connected text objects belong to the same text event. Inter-frame link energy is
computed based on the similarities of size, the number of characters, character energy
vector, and motion direction of two connected text objects. The bigger the inter-frame
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link energy, the higher the similarity between two text objects. The final tracked results
are yielded using an inter-frame link energy based thresholding.
Based on the detection and evaluation results of three datasets demonstrated in
Chapter 5, we can see that the proposed text detection method can detect the text objects
with various fonts, sizes, colors, and orientations efficiently. However, there are still
some missed text objects and false positives. We discuss the limitations of the proposed
text detection method and the future work to solve them.
(1) Repeating patterns: We know that the text objects are detected based on the character
energy and link energy in the proposed method. Besides text objects, some repeating
patterns with high similarity of edge pairs may have high character and link energies
as well. An example is shown in Figure 6.1-a. The seven vertical black bars are
marked as one text object incorrectly, because they have high similarities of stroke
edges and are almost the same in width, length, color, and stroke width. This
limitation may be solved by employing the shape filter proposed in [49] to remove
repeated objects.
(2) Single characters and text with connected characters: This limitation is caused by our
assumption that any text object has at least two characters. The single characters are
removed as false positives because they have no neighboring characters. Similarly,
for text objects with connected characters, they are regarded as single characters
because they have only one closed boundary due to the connection between
characters. Figure 6.1-b and 6.1-c illustrate two examples of a single character and a
text with connected characters. The supervised text detection methods can detect
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single characters using the information learned from training data. However, for the
texts with connected characters, even the supervised method can hardly detect them.
(3) Small characters: Because the proposed method initialize the candidate character
parts based on the boundaries. When the sizes of text objects are too small, the
boundaries we get cannot represent the shapes of the characters. The proposed three
character features cannot provide the accurate measures. Consequently, some small
characters may have small character energies and be eliminated as false positives. An
example of small characters and their boundary are shown in Figure 6.1-d. We can
see it is hard to recognize the text “UPS” if only based on the edge maps.
(4) Transparent characters: If a character is transparent, the edge of the character may
connect with other background edges and are not closed. In this case, transparent
characters are removed due to unreliable edges. Figure 6.1-e illustrates an example of
transparent text object. The characters “ION” of text “REDUCTIONS” are mixed
with the background edges, and the character “C” of “CLOSEOUT” is removed due
to its unclosed boundary. More color information is needed to solve this limitation.
(5) Other languages: In current stage, we only evaluated the proposed method on English
language-based datasets. In further work, we will test our method on other languages
whose text objects are composed of separate characters with connected strokes with
approximately uniform thickness. However, for some East Asian languages, such as
Japanese, Korean, and Chinese, their characters are composed of unconnected strokes,
as shown in Figure 6.1-f. We have to first group strokes to form a character, then
group characters to form a text object. The proposed method can detect the strokes of
each character, but in some cases, the spatial relationship among strokes may not
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satisfy the constraints applied to compute link energy. Our proposed method may
remove some strokes. While, the characters of some languages, such Arabic and
Hindi, are connected together, as shown in Figure 6.1-g, the proposed method may
fail to localize the text objects due to the same reason discussed in (2).

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 6.1 Limitations of the proposed method.
The proposed text tracking method tracks a text event using the similarity of two
neighboring text objects, including number of characters, size of text object, character
energies of text object, and motion direction of text object. However, for a text entering
and leaving the video, only a portion of the text event is visible in some frames.
Therefore, the similarities of neighboring text objects are not reliable because the number
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of characters and the size of text object are unknown. In these cases, more motion
information of the text event is needed to provide reliable tracking results.
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